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ROBERT STEVENSON joined Janney Montgomery Scott LLC in 2015 as a Managing Director and Senior Research 

Analyst covering the real estate sector. Prior to joining the firm, Mr. Stevenson was a Managing Director and the Head 

of the U.S. REIT Research Team at Macquarie Group Limited following that company’s acquisition of Fox-Pitt Kelton 

Cochran Caronia Waller LLC in 2009, where he had started the firm’s REIT and homebuilding practice. Earlier in his 

career Mr. Stevenson covered REITs and homebuilders for 12 years at Morgan Stanley, where he was an Executive 

Director and Senior Research Analyst. He earned a Bachelor of Science from the University of Maryland and a Master 

of Business Administration from the Johnson School of Business at Cornell University.

SECTOR — REAL ESTATE
(AHI800) TWST: When we spoke a year ago you were covering 
apartments and planning on rolling out more coverage. Would 
you give us an update and overview of your REIT coverage now?

Mr. Stevenson: We’re heavy in the apartment space. 
We’ve also rolled out comprehensive 
coverage of the triple net and farm 
REITs, and have started backfilling 
our office, industrial and health care 
verticals. That would leave the retail 
sector, which we haven’t figured out 
exactly how we want to approach. From 
Janney’s standpoint, what we’re really 
looking for are areas where we can be 
additive to the conversation and where 
we can be a real voice on various stocks. 
That leads us to look for companies and 
subsectors that are undercovered, and 
specifically companies which do not 
have a lot of senior analysts spending 
time doing in-depth research.

TWST: How would you 
describe overall investor sentiment 
for the REIT space today?

Mr. Stevenson: I think it’s 
obviously getting a big boost from 
REITs getting their own GICS code 
in a couple of months, and you are 
seeing that impact the sector in terms of 
significantly increased generalist investor interest. I’ve been doing 
this almost 20 years now, and the last time that I saw this big of a 
pickup in generalist interest was around 2001, when REITs became 
eligible for the S&P indices. I would say that this has the potential 
to be a major event for the group in terms of getting more investors 
interested in looking at a wider swathe of REIT names. Historically, 

although you’ve had REITs in a wide variety of portfolios, many 
investors were looking at just the top 10 market cap names and 
maybe picking two or three to own. Coupled with the banks, 
insurance companies and credit cards that constituted the bulk of 
their coverage universe, owning several of the largest market cap 

names gave them enough REIT exposure 
within the broader financial sector.

Now, I think REITs are going to 
be looked at more in depth, not only in the 
large-cap product but also in the mid- and 
small-cap products, as they get their own 
GICS code and people have to be aware 
of the weightings, especially in the small- 
and midcap value benchmarks that REITs 
will wind up representing. I think that led 
to a lot more investor interest at the recent 
NAREIT conference, where we saw 
record attendance. In terms of our own 
meetings, we had a substantial amount of 
generalists following us to our meetings 
and sitting in on our one-on-ones with 
management teams. I always hate to say 
that this is the “most” I have ever seen, 
but I really think that it’s among the most 
incremental investor interest that I have 
ever seen in my 20 years in the space.

TWST: You mentioned a 
couple of things I’d like to follow up 
on. First, how do you see the new 

GICS code and other factors impacting new IPOs, other capital 
markets activity, and mergers and acquisitions?

Mr. Stevenson: When you look at REIT-to-REIT M&A 
activity, I think that those deals tend to be very difficult these 
days, because increasingly you have had less bifurcation in terms 
of valuation between stocks. However, when you do see that big 
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Highlights

Robert Stevenson says that when 
investing in the REIT space, he is looking 
for companies and subsectors that are 
under-covered and do not have a lot of 
analysts doing in-depth research. He says 
investor sentiment has boosted from 
REITs getting their own GICS code in the 
near future, and that generalist investors 
will dictate much of the performance in 
REIT stocks over the next several years.
Companies discussed: Brookfield 
Property Partners LP (NYSE:BPY); 
Blackstone Group LP (NYSE:BX); 
National Retail Properties (NYSE:NNN); 
Realty Income Corp (NYSE:O); Agree 
Realty Corporation (NYSE:ADC); Armada 
Hoffler Properties (NYSE:AHH) and TIER 
REIT (NYSE:TIER).
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bifurcation and one party has a significant cost-of-capital advantage 
over another, the question winds up being, “How much of that other 
person’s portfolio would you really 
want?” If you are buying somebody 
to get access to only 30% to 40% of 
their portfolio, you are probably better 
off buying similar quality assets in the 
private market and not dealing with 
the other 60%, 70% of the portfolio 
that you have no desire to own long 
term. I also think that agreeing on a 
price, especially when sellers would 
rather accept cash as opposed to 
another REIT currency, complicates 
many of those types of deals.

We’ve been of the view 
for the last few years that you’ll see one or two public-to-public 
REIT M&A transactions happen each year, but the vast majority of 
REIT takeouts are likely to be executed by private equity, foreign 
buyers, or a specialized vehicle such as Brookfield (NYSE:BPY). 
We continue to believe that the Blackstones (NYSE:BX), the Lone 
Stars and buyers of that nature are much more likely to be acquirers 
at the margin when we are discussing M&A.

In terms of IPOs, I think IPOs in a number of the asset 
classes remain on hold because it’s very difficult, especially for 
smaller companies, to get as strong a valuation in the public market 
as they could in the private market. What you’re seeing in a lot of 
cases is guys with, let’s say, apartment or office portfolios, rather 
than bringing those portfolios public are finding very robust pricing 
in the private markets that allows them to sell the assets outright, and 
so they never wind up going public. However, given the continued 
strong performance of the REITs both in terms of stock prices and 
operating fundamentals, we think there could be a few potential 
REITs out there queuing up for an IPO for later in 2016 or early 
2017 if the environment remains favorable.

TWST: You mentioned earlier the record attendance 
at NAREIT’s REITWeek. Were there any other themes or hot 
topics that stood out for you from the conference?

Mr. Stevenson: I think it’s incumbent on the industry and 
sellside analysts over the next few months to arm these investors, 
who haven’t really looked at REITs in depth before, with a toolkit 
for analyzing REIT stocks. There are acronyms that we throw 
around. We have a different way of looking at earnings — funds 
from operation, or FFO, rather than EPS. I think that cutting through 
and demystifying that, and getting people comfortable with how 
we calculate metrics such as net asset value, NAV, and FFO is very 
important to broadening the overall REIT investor base.

TWST: Are you seeing particular areas of strength or 
weakness in terms of property types or geographic markets?

Mr. Stevenson: It’s been amazing to me that there have 
been certain asset classes that seem to have been able to defy 
gravity for as long as they have. It started a few years ago with the 
self-storage REITs; they zoomed up and kept outperforming and 
outperforming and outperforming, and everybody was trying to call 
the top on that group, and it just kept outperforming. The group that 
now seems to hold that mantle are the data center REITs, and it just 

seems like no matter what is happening in the broader market, those 
stocks all go up most days and appear to defy gravity.

The one asset class that I 
think is seeing a major changeover both 
in its shareholders and its perception 
is the triple net space, especially the 
retail-focused names. It used to be that 
the triple net space was largely owned 
by retail with very few institutional 
investors playing in the space. They 
were predominantly a dividend yield 
or dividend growth product, and what 
few institutional investors held those 
names would exit at the first sign that 
rates were about to increase or that 
growth was starting to reaccelerate in 

some of the other REIT asset classes.
But I think you’ve seen over the last 10-plus years 

names such as National Retail (NYSE:NNN) and Realty Income 
(NYSE:O) now have 20 years-plus of dividend increases and very 
stable operating results over that period. Not only are these stocks 
now in the High-Yield Dividend Aristocrats index — with 20-
plus years of annual dividend increases — but they have business 
models that performed well even during the global financial crisis. 
We believe that not only will names such as NNN and O continue 
to attract the yield-oriented retail investor, but a lot of institutional 
investors, in a low interest rate, low equity return environment, 
should continue to find that type of investment profile attractive.

TWST: What concerns are out there at this point about 
a rise in interest rates or other macro issues, or the election cycle 
we are in?

Mr. Stevenson: It always strikes me as odd that the day-
to-day background noise on interest rates can still meaningfully 
move these stocks. If you go back and you look at any longer-term 
time period, you will see that slow, well-telegraphed interest rate 
moves do not really impact the REITs that much. In fact, if the 
rationale for increasing rates is that the economy is strengthening, 
the REITs benefit from stronger NOIs, which should increase 
enough to offset most of the reduction in cap rates that you’d 

1-Year Daily Chart of National Retail Properties

Chart provided by www.BigCharts.com

“We’ve been of the view for the last few 
years that you’ll see one or two public-

to-public REIT M&A transactions 
happen each year, but the vast majority 

of REIT takeouts are likely to be 
executed by private equity, foreign 
buyers, or a specialized vehicle.”
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want to build into a higher interest rate environment.
When REITs and rates are the biggest concern is when you 

have hard, fast shocks to the system. If 
we woke up two weeks from now and 
the 10-year Treasury was at 3% for 
whatever reason, the REITs would get 
clobbered, and rightfully so. But I also 
find it hard to believe that a majority 
of other sectors would perform 
particularly well in that scenario. So 
it’s not just REITs, but they always get 
put into that bag, where if you are doing 
the quick hot take, it’s “rising interest 
rates, bad for REITs, sell the group.” 
It continues to surprise me, sitting here 
25 years after the dawn of the modern 
REIT era, that potential future interest rate increases can still cause a 
significant selloff when the real truth is much more nuanced.

From a macro standpoint, there are two things that I 
always worry about. One is U.S. economic slowdown, as anything 
that causes the economy to contract and potentially causes job losses 
will negatively impact the vast majority of the REIT asset classes. At 
the end of the day it’s important to remember that job growth is still 
the biggest demand driver for most of these sectors. You can make 
the argument that job growth may not apply to data centers, prison 
REITs and a handful of other names, but job growth and a healthy 
economy are generally the biggest real estate demand drivers, and 
so that is always a concern. And then, we also worry about macro-
level events, such as Brexit, which might cause any dislocation in 
the capital markets. From my standpoint, REITs always need to 
be thought of as capital-captive companies, and so anything that 
reduces access or creates volatility around costs, especially with 
respect to debt capital, can be problematic for this space.

TWST: What are your top stock picks right now?
Mr. Stevenson: Back to our theme on the retail-focused 

triple net space, we continue to like Agree Realty (NYSE:ADC) in 
the small-cap arena, National Retail in the midcap and then Realty 
Income in the large-cap triple net space, because of the reasons 
that I outlined before: dividend yield, risk profile and balance 
sheet strength. I think all three names play well to both retail and 
institutional investors in this low return environment.

Another name that we really like is Armada Hoffler 
(NYSE:AHH). We think that they get unfairly hit with the view that 
they are a diversified REIT, and diversified is like a four-letter word 
in the REIT space. Investors tend to equate diversified REITs as 
being “a jack of all trades is a master of none,” but I don’t think 
that accurately reflects Armada Hoffler’s business. They’re in 
multiple asset classes because that’s what their clients want them to 
do for them in terms of developing assets. They’ve got a niche in the 
Carolinas-to-Baltimore corridor and 30-plus years of relationships 
that provide ongoing projects for them. We continue to believe that 
AHH’s stock is undervalued; it has a nice dividend yield north of 
5.25% as well as reasonable valuations on both an NAV and multiple 
basis. And so AHH is another name that we continue to like.

In terms of turnaround stories, we were the first to launch 
coverage a couple of months ago on TIER REIT (NYSE:TIER). 

They are a Dallas-based office company with a unique strategy. 
They’ve come out of the global financial crisis from their nontraded 

lineage with a bunch of assets that are 
good quality but in noncore markets 
for them, and so the next couple of 
years is basically all about selling 
assets, lowering debt, and utilizing 
leftover proceeds to fund new 
development in their target markets 
and, potentially, buy back stock.

We think it’s an interesting 
story, especially with roughly a 
quarter of the portfolio’s NOI today 
is coming out of Houston, which is 
a market that’s taken some punches 
and is likely to take even more. If 

they see any type of turnaround in that market, earnings could build 
relatively quickly for them. We believe that across their portfolio 
these guys are doing a good job at leasing up vacancy. And so I look 
at that as a name that hasn’t yet moved with a nice turnaround story 
to tell. The valuation is still relatively inexpensive, and so TIER is 
a story that we think is still in the early innings.

TWST: Is there anything you are cautious about?
Mr. Stevenson: I think the thing we’re probably most 

cautious on right now is apartment development. You’ve got several 
markets where there is a significant amount of supply coming 
on line, and you are starting to see for the first time during this 
apartment super-cycle — post global financial crisis — that job 
growth isn’t significant enough to be able to absorb those levels in 
certain markets, most notably New York, Houston, and to a lesser 
extent San Francisco. We worry that when you continue to see very 
strong 2017 unit delivery numbers in some of these markets, any 
additional slippage in job growth could be very problematic. We 
continue to closely monitor the situation with our Heat Monitor and 
Under Construction reports.

TWST: What will you be paying most attention to over 
the next couple of quarters as quarterly results come out and 
management teams hold their calls?

Mr. Stevenson: First and foremost, revisions to earnings 

“At the end of the day it’s important to 
remember that job growth is still the 

biggest demand driver for most of these 
sectors. You can make the argument 

that job growth may not apply to data 
centers, prison REITs and a handful of 

other names, but job growth and a 
healthy economy are generally the 

biggest real estate demand drivers, and 
so that is always a concern.”

1-Year Daily Chart of Agree Realty Corporation

Chart provided by www.BigCharts.com
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guidance. The second quarter earnings calls are generally when the 
vast majority of REITs review their annual guidance, and so you 
see how comfortable management teams are with raising guidance, 
whether they merely hold the line, or in some cases, whether or not 
there are a few management teams that are getting more cautious and 
actually reduce their guidance. I view 2Q earnings as a bit of a canary 
in the coal mine for us. Moving forward, as we go into 3Q, there will 
be a smattering of companies that will provide initial 2017 guidance. 
That’s generally when we really sharpen our pencil on the forward 
year out, trying to be as precise as possible with the quarterly numbers 
and making sure that those numbers are reasonable given the most 
recent job growth, unit deliveries and operational data.

I think that the other thing we’ll be looking for is how 
many new faces we wind up seeing in meetings, investor days and 
events of that nature. Like I said earlier, I think you’re going to wind 
up seeing REITs move much more into the mainstream over the next 
year or so. We believe there is only so far that the REIT dedicated 
investors can move the REIT sector today. It is the generalist 
investor coming in and going out — or never showing up — that 
we believe will dictate much of the performance in the REIT stocks 
over the next several years.

TWST: Is there anything else you’d like to add?
Mr. Stevenson: I think that one thing that tends to get 

overlooked, as it’s not terribly sexy, is that REIT balance sheets 
today are in as good of shape as I have ever seen. In fact, some of 
them are probably in too good of shape, as there’s a lack of near-
term mark-to-market opportunities that’s probably going to result in 
less earnings uplift for some names over the next couple of quarters 
or even years. It’s important to note that the REIT space overall is 
closing in on a four times fixed-charge coverage ratio and under 
33% debt plus preferred to enterprise value, and that to me reflects 
an extremely strong capital position for this group to be able to 
weather really any storm short of the multigenerational one that we 
saw six or seven years ago.

TWST: Thank you. (MN)
 

Note: Opinions and recommendations are as of 06/23/16.
 
ROBERT STEVENSON
 Managing Director & Senior Research Analyst
 Janney Montgomery Scott LLC
 1717 Arch St.
 Philadelphia, PA 19103
 (215) 665-6000
 (800) 526-6397 — TOLL FREE
 www.janney.com
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SECTOR — REAL ESTATE
(AHI801) TWST: How would you describe current investor 
sentiment on your coverage areas of 
multifamily and industrial REITs?

Mr. Benda: Investor 
sentiment in both sectors is absolutely 
fantastic. If you look at any data from 
the census bureau, whether it’s housing 
starts or housing sales, the numbers are 
lackluster to say the least, especially 
starts and sales. This is a huge benefit 
for multifamily, because if new 
construction isn’t happening, that means 
that more people are renting. Another 
huge data point in the census housing 
starts data is multifamily construction, 
and multifamily construction has been 
driving most, if not all, of any positive 
numbers that have come out of that 
data. If you look at multifamily as 
a percentage of total housing starts, 
traditionally the average on a monthly 
basis going back to 2000 is around 
24%. If you look at multifamily 
construction during the single-family-
housing-boom years it dropped as low 
as 14.9%, because mortgages were 
readily available and the sentiment in 
the country was to buy a house, live 
the American Dream, and multifamily 
construction was largely neglected.

If you look at multifamily 
construction as a percentage of the 
totals today, it is 33%, so you’re 

running almost 10% above average, because multifamily was hugely 
underbuilt from 2002 to 2008. So there was a dearth in multifamily 

housing construction, and now all the 
developers are playing catch-up, A, and 
B, there’s been a huge sentiment shift 
that renting is OK, and that’s the mindset 
of the country. People are not qualifying 
for mortgages and are afraid to get 
locked into a property for a very long 
time, because mobility is highly valued 
these days, as is instant gratification, and 
saving for a home doesn’t really fit into 
the lifestyle of the first-time homebuyer 
these days. Everything is about what 
am I doing and what have I done, and 
those are all funds that maybe in the past 
would have been saved for the house 
down payment that are now being spent 
on activity and leisure and things of that 
nature. Developers, and rightly so, are 
capitalizing on this, and they are building 
amenity-rich apartment communities.

One big thing that I look at 
is the population in terms of education. 
The percentage of the population with 
a bachelor’s degree has increased 
significantly in the last few years. The last 
data that I have is as of 2014, and if you 
look at the percentage of the population 
age 25 or greater with a bachelor’s degree, 
it’s 32%. That’s up from 28% in 2006. 
That might not sound like a lot, but that’s 
an additional 13 million people since 2006 
who have attained a bachelor’s degree, 

No Sign of a Slowdown in Multifamily and Industrial REITs
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Highlights

John Benda discusses multifamily and 
industrial REITs. Mr. Benda says investor 
sentiment in both sectors is fantastic. In 
multifamily, he says the sector is going to 
continue growing as sentiment shifts 
toward renting. He sees a huge amount of 
strength in that market. For industrial 
REITs, Mr. Benda says they have benefited 
from a tremendous growth in e-commerce 
retail sales. He says there is no sign of a 
slowdown in either sector.
Companies discussed: Monmouth Real 
Estate Investment Corporation 
(NYSE:MNR); Terreno Realty Corporation 
(NYSE:TRNO); DCT Industrial Trust 
(NYSE:DCT); EastGroup Properties 
(NYSE:EGP); American Homes 4 Rent 
(NYSE:AMH); Mid-America Apartment 
Communities (NYSE:MAA); Preferred 
Apartment Communities (NYSE:APTS); 
Equity Residential (NYSE:EQR); Post 
Properties (NYSE:PPS); Bluerock Residential 
Growth REIT (NYSEMKT:BRG); 
Independence Realty Trust (NYSEMKT:IRT); 
FedEx Corporation (NYSE:FDX); Best Buy 
Co. (NYSE:BBY); Gamestop Corporation 
(NYSE:GME) and O’Reilly Automotive 
(NASDAQ:ORLY). C
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and what does that mean? That’s around 11 million additional people 
aged 25 or greater who took out student loans to go to college, and 
if you look at outstanding student debt 
for that time period, it’s increased from 
$516 billion in 2007 to $1.1 trillion at 
2Q15. So in an eight-year period you’ve 
had a near doubling of outstanding 
student debt. And more importantly, 
student debt surpassed all other types 
of outstanding debt except for mortgage 
debt around 1Q14. Making matters 
worse is that it’s the type of debt that has 
the highest default rate of any type of 
debt instrument outstanding.

So there are a lot of 
things that are working against the 
purchasing-of-homes sentiment in the 
country, and the most important part, in my opinion, is the educational 
payment sector, which is basically the student debt portion of that, 
and there is so much of it, and a ton of it is in default. That’s really 
what’s keeping the new single-family home sales number so low.

Housing sales, the last reported number was 619,000, and 
there was a big jump. Over the last 12 months, this averaged 516,000 
units. That’s down from a monthly average in 2000 of around 800,000 
units. That 500k number is basically half of what we were seeing from 
2002 to 2008, when there was a huge boom. People just aren’t buying 
new homes as much as the builders would like. If you look at the equities 
of homebuilders and the equities of multifamily residential REITs, the 
multifamily rental REITs have significantly outperformed those other 
builders. There’s a large percentage of guys who used to play around in 
the new homebuilder/mortgage insurer space who are now buying these 
multifamily REIT shares, and they are not only getting appreciation, 
but they are also getting a dividend. They absolutely will be crushing 
homebuilder and mortgage insurer equity performance.

A lot of people talk about overbuilding in multifamily, but 
the data that I see says that there is about 1.2 million unit shortage 
on the multifamily front due to the fact that the construction of 
multifamily was so low for about six years, from 2002 to 2008. It 
was so low because everybody was building single-family homes and 
nobody was doing multifamily construction. So the strong multifamily 
construction data, right now we are still playing catch up. At 396,000 
annualized units, we’ve got about three years just to get back to an 
equilibrium; that’s how much multifamily construction there should 
have been. And then factor in a homeownership rate at a record low 
because people are getting out of owning homes in general, and 
everyone is shifting to renting. The landscape really couldn’t be better.

Look at the MBAA’s Mortgage Credit Availability Index. 
What it measures is mortgage credit availability in the market, so it’s 
very important. The most recent data point, in April, was a reading 
of 122.4. The high, if you had run that index back as recently as 
2007 during the boom years, was around 800. So if you think about 
mortgage credit availability then and now, it’s severely limited, and 
it’s been otherwise stagnant for the last few years. In March 2013, 
it was at 108. In April 2016, we were at 122. So the percentage 
increase has been nominal at best. We are up 13%, which is basically 
nothing, considering what it once was.

Further is the labor force. The unemployment rate has been 
dropping, but the reason for that has mostly been a constriction of 

the size of the labor force. We haven’t 
been creating more jobs, people are 
just dropping out of the labor force. 
One great number there is the labor 
force participation rate, which before 
2015 was 62.6%; if you look at the 
average since 1990, the average was 
65.8%. That 3.2% difference is on 
a civilian labor force of 157 million 
people, so right now the participation 
rate is lower by 5 million people. 
That’s a great indicator to look at. So 
the unemployment rate hasn’t really 
been dropping because of job creation, 
it’s been dropping because the labor 

force size is getting smaller and the participation rate is going down, 
so you have less people working, and that’s really an issue.

And then mortgage rates, yes, they are at historic lows. But 
I would point out homeownership in the 1980s and 1990s — in 1996 
it was 65.7%, in 1999 it was 66%, in 1990 it was 64%. If you look at 
the mortgage rate in those periods, the mortgage rate in the 1990s was 
10%, the mortgage rate at the end of 1999 was 7%. So the low mortgage 
rates aren’t really driving incremental housing purchases as seen by 
the homeownership rate. It really is doing nothing, and everyone is 
saying, “Oh, it’s a big catalyst,” but the data is showing that it’s not 
really a catalyst at all. There is really no elasticity of demand between 
home purchases and mortgage rates. They are already at record lows, 
and housing is still stuck at the bottom. The homeownership rate has 
dropped from a peak of 69.2% in 2004, and we were at 63.5% in 
1Q16. For every 1% drop in the homeownership rate, that is 1 million 
new renter households created, so from that 69.2%, that’s another 5.7 
million rental households that have been created since 2004.

TWST: There are a lot of factors at play here.
Mr. Benda: There are a lot of factors, but the point is that all 

of this information, and there is so much of it, is saying that multifamily 
is going to continue to grow. That’s where you should be investing. 
I highlighted the mortgage credit availability index, I highlighted 

“There are a lot of things that are 
working against the purchasing-of-

homes sentiment in the country, and 
the most important part, in my opinion, 

is the educational payment sector, 
which is basically the student debt 

portion of that, and there is so much of 
it, and a ton of it is in default.”

1-Year Daily Chart of Mid-America Apartment Communities, Inc.
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mortgage rates, I highlighted the unemployment rate, I highlighted the 
homeownership rate — everything is pointing to multifamily continuing 
to do well and sentiment shifting to 
people just wanting rent and not having 
this anchor or burden of a mortgage.

And then couple that with the 
fact that the percentage of population 
with a bachelor’s degree is higher than 
ever, which is good, but then again the 
amount of student debt outstanding 
is at record highs, and it also has the 
highest default rate of any kind of debt 
instrument. So you have millions and 
millions of people who have student 
debt who have defaulted on student 
loans and who don’t even qualify for a 
mortgage, and then you have millions 
and millions more with this huge student-debt burden who aren’t saving 
for a housing down payment; they’re paying back their student loans 
for seven to 10 years first, and then they are saving for a home. So the 
first-time homebuyer is really shifting from 25- to 29-year-olds to 35- to 
38-year-olds, and that benefits the multifamily operators greatly.

You’re seeing that in terms of occupancy rates, which are at 
record highs, and they are staying there. You’re seeing rental increases 
quarter over quarter since 2012, and there is no sign that they’re slowing 
down. So everything is really working in favor of multifamily. And 
then further, because so many people have been through the university 
system, and student housing usually has pools and gyms and rec rooms, 
etc., that’s what the new construction properties are being built with. 
You can go live in a single-family home and have nothing in your 
house, or you can rent for less and have all these amenities available to 
you, so it just makes total sense for multifamily.

And then let’s talk about multifamily rentals versus single-
family rentals. There is absolutely no comparison whatsoever. The 
single-family rentals are barely a problem for multifamily. Look 
at AMH, American Homes 4 Rent (NYSE:AMH). They are the 
largest single-family rental REIT operator, they have 47,955 homes, 
a huge amount of homes, and their dividend yield is 0.98% as of 
June 30, 2016. It’s a REIT stock yielding less than a 1% annualized 
dividend, which is pathetic because it’s a REIT, they’re already not 
paying taxes. There are homebuilders who have higher dividend 
yields and a larger dividend. So that model really isn’t working.

Then you look at stocks like MAA (NYSE:MAA), APTS 
(NYSE:APTS), EQR (NYSE:EQR), they’re just doing fantastically 
well, and rightfully so. They are building new, they’re able to 
increase rents quarter over quarter, their occupancy rates are high, 
they’re picking the right markets. They’re going to markets where 
there is a lot of employment, like the Southeastern part of the United 
States. Those are all the factors that are driving it. APTS over the 
last year is up 46.23%, as of June 30, 2016, and they’ve raised their 
dividend from $0.16 in 2014 to $0.2025 in the most recent quarter.

TWST: I was going to ask, with all this strength, is 
investor interest driving up the stock prices?

Mr. Benda:  A lot of investors who used to be holders 
of the new homebuilders and mortgage insurance stocks have all 
jumped ship, and they are now buying multifamily. Look at MAA, 

for instance. Their dividend yield used to be around 4% to 4.5%, and 
it’s been driven down to 3.2% because a lot of people are buying 

into the shares. And it’s the same with 
almost all of the other multifamily 
REITs. One thing that I keep track 
of is the market-implied cap rate for 
the space. I do a report on that every 
month. If you look at the market-
implied cap rates going back to 2014, 
2013, they would average for the group 
6%. For 2015, they finished at 5%, so 
they’re down 100 basis points because 
of all of the people buying shares and 
increasing their share price. So there 
is a huge amount of strength in that 
market and tons of investor interest.

Take MAA for instance, 
which is a $7 billion firm. If you look at volume today, you are 
averaging around 500,000. Go back a year ago, the average was 
around 400,000, 300,000. And this is for a $8 billion market cap 
company today that was a $5.4 billion company a year ago. Same 
thing with the smaller firms. APTS, the most recent volume was 
225,000, as of June 20, 2016, and if you go back a year the volume 
on average was under 100,000, so a more than doubling of volume, 
and this is a $350 million market cap stock. So investors are buying 
across the spectrum of market caps. They’re just looking for good 
operators, and that’s really coming through in all the data. Everything 
is pointing to multifamily as the winner.

TWST: What are your top multifamily picks right now?
Mr. Benda: My top pick in multifamily still is APTS. I 

was positive on MAA for a time, but I caught a huge run in that, and 
I downgraded it to “neutral.” They’re a fantastic name in the space. 
PPS (NYSE:PPS) is a stock I’ve just been neutral on. There is not 
really a ton of news coming out of there. It’s a well-run company, 
but they just run it the same way, and it’s low-beta, and it’s not really 
a stock that’s going to return a lot, in my opinion. There is BRG 
(NYSEMKT:BRG), which is a direct competitor of APTS, as well 
as IRT (NYSEMKT:IRT), but I’d pick APTS above those two all 
day every day, just because of operations, asset quality, etc.

“Everything is pointing to multifamily 
continuing to do well and sentiment 
shifting to people just wanting rent 

and not having this anchor or burden 
of a mortgage.”

1-Year Daily Chart of Preferred Apartment Communities, Inc.

Chart provided by www.BigCharts.com
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In 2015 in the multifamily space, you had three takeovers. 
AEC was taken out, which I was positive on with a $27 price target; 
it got taken out at $28.75, a 20% 
premium. HME was taken out, not 
for a huge premium, but still it was 
taken private after a nice run. And 
TSRE was taken out. Now if you look 
at the homebuilders space, there are 
companies that are actually merging. So 
in one sector you have companies being 
taken private, and in the other sector you 
have companies merging just to survive. 
That’s really the biggest indicator of 
sentiment that I would look for.

Again, I would say my top 
pick for multifamily is definitely APTS. 
They have a ton going on. Their valuations are still hugely attractive. 
Their implied cap rate is still 9%. The sector average is around 5%, so 
they’re still highly misvalued, and there’s still a lot of opportunity there.

TWST: What are your thoughts on the industrial 
property space?

Mr. Benda: Industrial is another great sector. I just put out 
a report this morning on e-commerce and retail sales, because that’s 
a large driver of a lot of the metrics for industrial REIT operators. 
Look at e-commerce as a percentage of total retail sales. As recently 
as 4Q 2000, it was 1%. That has increased to 7.8%. On a numbers 
basis, it’s gone from $7 billion to $92 billion. So the growth in 
e-commerce retail sales has been tremendous. The five-year CAGR 
has been 14.3%. The 10-year CAGR has been 13.3%. If you look at 
total retail sales, the five-year CAGR has been 3.3%, with a 10-year 
of 1.91%. So e-commerce retail sales are growing tremendously.

They’re outpacing essentially every other type of sale, 
and that’s important because the correlations between e-commerce 
retail sales and net operating income of the industrial REITs is 
around 90%. If you look at industrial REITs’ tenant lists, about 80% 
of those tenants are deriving a large percentage of revenue from 
e-commerce. As your tenants do better each and every year, and 
increase revenue and increase revenue and increase revenue, when 
you’re talking about lease renewals, or leasing a space to a new 
tenant, the operators have a lot of room to add increase to their 
annual rent amount, outsized relative to what it once was.

Again, the correlation with NOI since 2000 is around 
0.88%. If you look at FFO, which is very important, the correlation 
seen in 1Q12 and e-commerce retail sales are up 0.87%, which is 
highly correlated. If you look at the correlation between industrial 
REIT CFFO, which is cash flow from operations, and e-commerce 
retail sales, it’s 0.78%, which is hugely correlated. So e-commerce 
retail sales are such a huge driver of the revenues and profits for these 
operators. The CAGRs have been so strong for e-commerce retail 
sales, and there is no sign of e-commerce sales slowing down as a 
percentage of total sales. So as they continue to grow, the industrial 
REITs’ net operating incomes will continue to grow, and subsequently 
FFO will continue to grow — and what that ultimately means is 
higher share valuations, and as they are generating more FFO, they’ll 
be able to pay out more of it in the form of dividends to investors.

TWST: Which industrial REITs do you recommend?

Mr. Benda: Right now I’m positive on MNR (NYSE:MNR) 
and Terreno (NYSE:TRNO). I went “buy” on MNR on February 8, 

2016, and since then it’s up around 
27%. Terreno I went positive on when 
I initiated back in July of 2015, and 
since that time it’s up around 23%. I 
like the smaller operators the best right 
now. They’re under-covered, they aren’t 
researched enough, and there’s just a lot 
of hidden value in these names.

One thing that I would point 
to with Terreno that a lot of people 
aren’t looking at is their asset base. 
What’s important to look at, in my 
opinion, is what I call portfolio vintage, 
and that’s the acquisition year of each of 

their assets. If you look at Terreno’s portfolio vintage, 64.5% of it was 
purchased between 2010 and 2013. The Moody’s RCA industrial real 
estate property price index at the end of 2013 was at 124.54, and the 
most recent number for that has been 168, so the real estate price index 
is up 34%. Again, 64% of their assets were purchased before 2013, so 
there’s a huge amount of what I call embedded equity in this company. 
My last calculation, I estimated they had about $280 million of 
embedded equity. That would be, if they went to sell all their properties 
today, what they’re on the balance sheet at versus what the market price 
is — it’s short by about $280 million. The market cap of Terreno is $1 
billion, so you’ve got about 30% left in there that people aren’t really 
accounting for. So that’s one thing that I try to look at for all the small 
operators that are under-covered, under-researched.

When you dig into them, they are hugely attractive. They’ve 
been raising dividends consistently and regularly. Terreno, 1Q14, just 
two years ago, their dividend was at $0.13. 1Q16, the dividend is at 
$0.18. It’s up significantly in a very short amount of time. And it’s 
just a very well-run company. Their footprint is fantastic. They’re in 
a lot of great markets. They’re in L.A., and the L.A. ports are hugely 
important. California, as a country, would be the seventh largest 
economy. They’re in the New Jersey and New York ports. They’re 
in Seattle, they’re in Miami, they’re in D.C. So they’re in all of these 
super-important ports where there is a huge amount of population, 

1-Year Daily Chart of Monmouth Real Estate Investment

Chart provided by www.BigCharts.com

“If you look at the homebuilders space, 
there are companies that are actually 
merging. So in one sector you have 

companies being taken private, and in 
the other sector you have companies 

merging just to survive.”
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there is a huge amount of business and commerce, and their portfolio 
is very well-structured. It’s just a well-run company.

The same thing with MNR. 
The thing with MNR is that around 
75% of their revenue is generated 
by investment-grade-rated tenants. 
They also have great properties. They 
have a nice low-average-property-age 
cost to portfolio. But the big thing 
for them is that a huge proportion 
of their revenue is from investment-
grade-rated tenants, and that is 
hugely important because there is less 
volatility in revenues, less volatility 
in cash flows, etc. MNR was the only 
industrial REIT that did not cut its 
dividend during the downturn, and if you look at its dividend relative 
to the others that are still in operation like DCT (NYSE:DCT), EGP 
(NYSE:EGP), etc., they still haven’t caught up in terms of how 
much they cut to where they are today. That huge percentage of their 
total revenue coming from investment-grade tenants, allowing them 
to outperform during the downturn. And yes, it might not provide 
for as much of an annual increase as some of the others, but the 
volatility will be much less for cash flow and revenue.

The beta of that name is 0.48, and Terreno is around 0.7, so 
you can see that in the beta. It’s a cautiously, diligently run company 
that doesn’t really trace trends. They’ve been investing a certain 
way for 40 years, and that’s how they’re going to continue to do it. 
They’ve had stable cash flows, they’ve had stable dividend, stable 
everything. Also for MNR, they have a fantastic relationship with 
FedEx (NYSE:FDX), and around 52% of their portfolio is leased to 
FedEx. FedEx is going to do fantastically well as e-commerce retail 
sales continue to increase. So you have half your portfolio leased to 
this one tenant who is going to have increasing revenues every year. 
When you have leases coming up for renewal with them, then it’s 
going to be a lot easier to add an extra percentage into the escalator 
than if it was otherwise, so it works out very well for them. Their 
strategy was, we’re going to pick a world-class tenant — and that’s 
what FedEx is — and we’re going to do a lot of business with them. 
That’s what they’ve done, and it’s rewarded investors handsomely.

I hate to sound like this uber bull, but if you look at all the 
macro data, in housing there is tons of it, everything points toward 
renting is going to continue, home ownership is going to continue 
to drop, and on the industrial REIT side, e-commerce is going to 
continue to drive this asset class. If you look at industrial versus 
retail, retail is coming up on a big problem. If you’re looking at a 
retail operator who has a lot of strip malls and malls, versus a retail 
operator who has properties that are grocery-anchored and service 
industry-oriented, the REITs with retail sales-driven businesses 
inside them like a Best Buy  (NYSE:BBY) or a GameStop 
(NYSE:GME) or an O’Reilly’s (NASDAQ:ORLY), they’re going 
to face some issues as these operators move more and more of their 
sales online to save money from real estate costs and operating costs.

But the retail that is grocery-anchored with nail parlors and 
hair cutters and businesses and services that people must go to — you 
have to get your hair cut somewhere, nails you have to go somewhere, 

groceries, the majority of the country goes somewhere to shop for 
groceries. They don’t grow their own food or they don’t really buy 

it online; there was that one grocery 
business FreshDirect and that kind of 
failed, so the grocery online model didn’t 
really work. So those retail operators are 
going to be OK. But the ones that have 
a lot of retail-oriented sales are probably 
going to suffer, and again, that’s really 
what’s putting industrial REITs in the 
limelight relative to retail REITs.

Both multifamily and 
industrial sectors are fantastic right 
now. I think they’ll continue to be. 
Investor sentiment is extremely strong 
in both. You have a lot of people 

waking up to industrial REITs. You have a lot of people coming 
into the multifamily REITs who used to basically be only in the new 
homebuilder space. So things are great right now. The sectors are 
doing fantastic, and there is really no sign of them slowing.

TWST: As we head into the next round of quarterly 
reports and calls, what should investors be looking for?

Mr. Benda: I’ll be paying attention to rental rate increases, 
asset acquisitions, dividend increases and changes, net operating 
income, the core metrics. A lot of people look at same-store numbers, 
and that’s all well and good, but I look at the whole, the entire portfolio. 
Occupancy is super strong; I know it’s going to be strong. If occupancy 
drops a percentage or two, the market might freak out, but what 
really matters the most is average rental rates. If average rental rates 
are increasing, I’m basically indifferent to what occupancy rates are 
doing, because all that really matters is net cash flow for the properties. 
Whether you’re at 96% occupancy or you’re at 94% occupancy, there 
really isn’t a difference because you have to have a leasing office, or 
maybe they converted one of the apartments into a gym, which just 
allows them to increase the rental rates at the property.

So I look for those kinds of things: the big macro drivers, 
the big-picture items, what are they doing, the developer front, how 
is capex doing, are there any major expenditures coming. FFO, 
obviously, hugely important. AFFO, obviously, hugely important. 

“If you look at all the macro data, in 
housing there is tons of it, everything 

points toward renting is going to 
continue, home ownership is going to 
continue to drop, and on the industrial 

REIT side, e-commerce is going to 
continue to drive this asset class.”

1-Year Daily Chart of Terreno Realty Corporation
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What their dividend coverage ratios are, because that signals what 
they’re going to be able to do in terms of raising it. And what are 
they doing with their own portfolio: Are they purchasing assets, are 
they recycling assets, how are the existing properties doing?

I’m not really a quarterly guy, because these companies 
aren’t investing for three months. If you’re buying a multifamily 
asset, you’re typically holding it for seven years. Same with the 
industrial REITs, the leases are typically longer, seven to 10 
years. So I’m looking for the six months for 2016, or the past 12 
months, how do the trailing 12 months compare to the last trailing 
12 months, that sort of thing, and how are they positioned for the 
future to take advantage of the increasing amount of people who are 
going to continue to be renting. It’s June. You just had hundreds of 
thousands or millions of kids graduate from college, so you’re going 
to have this huge wave of increased demand in renters. How are they 
positioned for that? Are they developing new properties, do they 
have an investment pipeline?

That’s really what matters to me, because these aren’t 
quarter-to-quarter companies like retail sales. These are companies 
that are investing for years, and that’s really how you have to 
evaluate: How are they positioned for the next few years? When I 
initiated in 2014, that’s what I looked at. Again, with APTS, they 
had this great program, they underwrite real estate loans where they 

have an option to buy, and that in my mind stood out as a huge 
positive relative to everyone else. We initiated at $8.60, and they 
get to about $15 in less than two years, so almost double. So I look 
for the big picture, the macro-driven stuff, and specifically how 
the company is positioned for the next few years. People get all 
worked up about quarterly data, but this isn’t really a quarter-to-
quarter game, this is a years game, and the management teams that 
talk about, “This is what we’re going to be doing in 2017, and we’re 
already thinking about 2018,” those are the ones that are going to 
outperform, not the ones that are managing to a quarterly figure, in 
my mind, and that has allowed me to outperform on the picks.

TWST: Thank you. (MN)

Note: Opinions and recommendations are as of 06/21/16.
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SECTOR — REAL ESTATE
(AHI804) TWST: Let’s start with an overview of your coverage.

Mr. Toti: We launched our coverage at the end of 
November, so we’ve been up and running 
for a little over half of a year. We are 
covering most of the major subsectors: 
office, industrial, multifamily, self 
storage, data centers, and we are soon 
to be rolling out health care and retail. 
We stick to the traditional operating 
properties. We don’t get into a lot of the 
more esoteric property types yet. Our 
coverage is about 30 stocks right now, so 
we’re a midsized team as far that goes.

As we’ve talked about in 
the past, the difference in our research 
relative to the Street is quite notable. 
We take a very quantitative approach to 
valuation and ratings, and I believe we’re 
the only team that employs a full-time 
econometric statistician. We have three 
proprietary quant models that we run that 
do any number of things, from forecasting 
an RMZ target to forecasting individual 
property valuations for each REIT. This 
is a framework that I’ve been developing 
for about seven years now, and this is our 
third iteration of it. It’s a bit more refined, 
and we’re much more focused on that 
work than we are in some of the more 
commoditized work that we find in the 
space. It’s not a black box where we just 
dump the data into the models and do what they tell us. There’s still 

quite a bit of art to it, and we use it as a backdrop to our decision-
making process relative to our views. It is very thorough, so when I 
speak to investors or management teams, I can say with a reasonable 

degree of certainty where our valuations, 
ratings and price targets come from.

As I’ve noted to you in the past, 
I’ve been on the sell side for a long time, 
and the vast majority of research that’s out 
there is fairly subjective and touchy feely. 
A lot of our competitors sort of make up 
cap rates and get to price targets when they 
need to for certain ratings, and it’s not an 
investment process that I feel comfortable 
with. That’s why we decided to pursue 
this route. It gives investors a different 
approach to stock picking ultimately.

TWST: With the vote recently, 
everyone is talking about Brexit and the 
immediate impacts on the markets. Are 
there implications specific to REITs?

Mr. Toti: From a Brexit 
perspective, I think it’s hard to understand 
the decision by the majority voting. I 
think it’s clearly another indication of 
globalization, and I hate to use the word 
nationalism, but there is a touch of that. 
Ultimately what it means for REITs is that 
it spells volatility in the markets, and it 
adds uncertainty. What that does globally 
is it causes investors and capital to take a 
more risk-off approach. What I think it’s 
going to lead to is further capital inflows 

into safe, U.S., lower-risk assets like the U.S. Treasury, which is 

Select Positive Macro Impacts on the REIT Space Lead to Neutral View
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Highlights

David Toti covers most of the major 
subsectors of REITs. Mr. Toti takes a very 
quantitative approach to valuation and 
ratings. He talks about several macro 
impacts on the sector, specifically Brexit, 
the GICS classification change and 
continued low interest rates. Mr. Toti 
focuses on names where he sees 
mismatched valuations. Currently he is 
overweight in multifamily, long 
commercial office, and neutral on storage, 
data centers and industrial.
Companies discussed: Digital Realty Trust 
(NYSE:DLR); Prologis (NYSE:PLD); Boston 
Properties (NYSE:BXP); Public Storage 
(NYSE:PSA); Essex Property Trust 
(NYSE:ESS); Sovran Self Storage 
(NYSE:SSS); Post Properties (NYSE:PPS); 
Equity Residential (NYSE:EQR); Kilroy 
Realty Corp (NYSE:KRC); SL Green Realty 
Corp (NYSE:SLG); CubeSmart 
(NYSE:CUBE); Extra Space Storage 
(NYSE:EXR) and CoreSite Realty Corp 
(NYSE:COR).
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considered the safest in the world. It’s good for REITs because it means 
that interest rates are likely to continue 
to stay low, which the Fed pretty much 
echoed this morning. That’s why 
we’re seeing the REITs outperform the 
broader markets substantially today. 
Ultimately rates will stay low, which is 
good for property values, and that’s the 
market’s takeaway today.

Most of the REITs that 
we cover only own properties in 
North America, with the exception 
of Digital Realty (NYSE:DLR) and 
ProLogis (NYSE:PLD). We have a 
“hold” rating on ProLogis and an 
“underweight” rating on Digital, so 
we’ve been cognizant of those concerns for some time. Although 
ProLogis is not underperforming dramatically today, I think it’s 
easy to draw a quick thesis around them and say, “Their business 
is built on global trade, and this decision is bad for global trade,” 
but I don’t think it’s quite as direct as that. The increase in global 
trade has been driven by a lot of other factors, most importantly 
e-commerce. I think the potential for worsening trade regulation or 
the flow of goods and services within Europe is peripheral relative to 
PLD’s overall business model. The long-term question, and I can’t 
answer this because I’m not an economist, is if Brexit really causes 
an economic unwind in Europe where GDP growth sinks. That’s a 
bigger problem, but I’m not able to forecast that at this point.

TWST: With the REIT sector getting its own GICS code 
later this summer, what do you see as the importance and impact?

Mr. Toti: Relative to the GICS classification change, I view 
it as a net positive for the space. There’s been a lot of analysis around 
the exact number of dollars of investment capital that could flow into 
the space, and I’m more skeptical about those numbers. What I do view 
as the positives are, one, it highlights real estate as an important asset 
class in the market, and two, by splitting it out of financials it means that 
money managers around the globe that are indexing or investing in U.S. 
equities have to take a more serious look at the REITs.

Previously, if you were a financials PM, you could just ignore 
the REITs and sort of underweight them de facto by not owning them. 
It was a small percentage of your overall portfolio or exposure. But 
now any portfolio manager with financials, or whoever is assigned the 
REIT coverage, has to take a position, which can come in two forms: 
One is you actually have to deploy capital if you’re benchmarking to 
an index, or two, if you don’t, you really have to have a thesis as to 
why you’re not. This is effectively an underweight or a short position 
on the REITs. So it causes a lot of investors, especially the generalists, 
to have to take a look at the space.

I’ve been talking to a lot of non-REIT-dedicated investors 
over the past six months who are looking at the REITs more closely for 
the first time, and that means wider acceptance, wider understanding, 
and ultimately probably a broader investor pool for the REITs, which 
I view as a positive as well. It basically means more diversification 
outside of the REIT-dedicated investment community, and in that 
increased investor base, I think those new investors are taking three 
different views. One is, they may have already been quasi-indexing, 

and they may say, “Well maybe we’ll buy a couple of the big S&P 
500 names. I’ll buy Boston Properties 
(NYSE:BXP), ProLogis and PSA 
(NYSE:PSA) and quasi-index.”

The next view is, for the 
investor who has owned a couple of 
those names, they may say, “I want to 
get a little bit deeper, I’m going to drill 
down and try to generate more alpha 
and more performance,” and they 
may look at the next tier of REITs, the 
midcaps like an Essex (NYSE:ESS) 
or a Sovran (NYSE:SSS), and that’s 
really a lot of the interest that I’ve 
seen. And then the third investment 
strategy is, “I looked at the REITs, and 

I find them expensive, and I’m going to remain underweight.” That’s 
much less common, but that’s also a potential outcome. But net-net, 
it spells increased capital flows from a broader investor base into 
the space. REITs are a small sector in the big picture. Capital flows 
matter a great deal for the group, and continued positive capital 
inflows generally spells price appreciation because it means there’s 
more demand than there is supply.

Now on the flip side to that, if you wanted to be really bearish, 
you’d say, “The REITs are keenly aware of this and issuance may rise 
into that perception of increased demand,” so there may be new equity 
coming under the assumption that there’s demand for it. And for long-
term REIT holders, they may say that this is not a bad time to sell 
because we’re effectively rotating out when this new demand is coming 
in. So there are a lot of different crosswinds, but net-net it’s positive.

TWST: What are your top recommendations?
Mr. Toti: We tend to focus on the names where we see 

mismatched valuations, either overvalued or undervalued, and 
I would tell you, we don’t make subsector calls, we stock pick. 
Today we are modestly overweight in multifamily, and some of 
our favorite names in multifamily are Essex Property Trust, Post 
Properties (NYSE:PPS) and Equity Residential (NYSE:EQR), 
which we recently upgraded. We’ve been neutral on multifamily 
since we launched, and with Equity Residential we’ve moved to an 

1-Year Daily Chart of Kilroy Realty Corporation
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overweight position on that group. There’s been a lot of nervousness 
about supply and the impact on fundamentals, which we’re keenly 
aware of, but we believe that revenue growth is going to remain 
strong in that group. In the low interest rate, low GDP growth 
environment, that’s still an attractive asset class in our view.

We continue to be long commercial office, and some of 
our favorite names in that space are Kilroy Realty (NYSE:KRC) 
as well as SL Green (NYSE:SLG). Again, there’s a great deal of 
nervousness in the market around office supply, especially around 
the rent trajectory and in particular employment growth risk at this 
point in the economic cycle. This nervousness often creates value 
gaps in the equity pricing that we see as opportunities. Now we 
don’t discount the risks; they are definitely significant, and it makes 
stock picking much more difficult today.

We’re neutral on storage. Self storage still has pretty 
tremendous fundamentals ahead despite the protracted cycle and 
rising supply. We tend to like relative value in that group, and two 
of our favorite names in that space are Sovran Self Storage and 
CubeSmart (NYSE:CUBE). We maintain “underweight” ratings 
on Extra Space (NYSE:EXR) and Public Storage simply because 
of valuation; we think the valuations are stretched.

We have net neutral calls on both data centers and industrial. 
The only data center that we have a “buy” recommendation on is 
CoreSite (NYSE:COR), and that’s because we like their business 
model. It’s more retail focused, which we think is going to be a top 
performer in the near term. So again, if you look at our top picks there’s 
a common theme, which is typically a pretty big valuation gap between 
what we see as the core real estate value and where the equity is trading 
in the market. That gap typically exists because of some sort of fear in 
the market on either supply or rent growth or something of that nature.

TWST: Did any themes or hot topics stick out for you 
from the NAREIT conference earlier in June?

Mr. Toti: I think that was my 30th NAREIT, maybe 32 or 
33, I can’t count anymore. I do have a lot of NAREITs to compare to. 
I would say there’s very little new information that comes out of these 
conferences; it’s largely face time with management teams and sort of 
getting the pulse on how they’re viewing the world. What I noticed 
with this NAREIT was that the enthusiasm was more tempered. 
There were some subsectors that were clearly in defensive mode with 
investors. I’d say retail and multifamily were very defensive about 
the business and the conditions of the business. I would say the self-
storage management teams were quietly confident. They still view 
their business fundamentals as being pretty strong, although much of 
the market was skeptical at that point. The office guys were pretty 
confident, as well. They still see a lot of strength in the market.

I think overall, across the entire sector, a couple of other 
themes could stand out. One is I think we’re going to continue to 
see relatively low acquisition activity because of where assets are 
priced. I think a lot of REITs will be net sellers this year into that 
pricing strength. Development volume seems to be ticking down, 
so management teams are saying effectively, “This has been a very 
great, very long cycle, but at some point the cycle has to end, and 
we’re going to reduce our exposure risk and reduce our development 
volumes.” Overall, most management teams were pretty confident 
and felt that their fundamentals were still strong, but that it was 
probably time to take on a slightly more defensive position in terms 

of overall strategy execution and capital exposure in particular.
TWST: What will you be paying most attention to in 

the next round or two of quarterly results and calls?
Mr. Toti: I would say one would be absolute rent growth. 

Are we seeing a plateau? We are in some subsectors, but in general, 
is rent growth plateauing more broadly? Any kind of external activity 
like development volumes and acquisition activity, and the lack thereof, 
would be another one. And any view to capital, from the CFOs in 
particular. Is anybody raising capital defensively? Are people still 
shoring up balance sheets in a slightly more defensive mode? I think 
those will be the big things to watch in the next couple of quarters.

TWST: What other macro issues are you watching?
Mr. Toti: In general, I think at this point we really have to 

assume that we’re going to have elevated volatility into the election. 
Obviously this year Brexit has thrown another wrench into it, but 
this volatility is tricky for the space. But net-net, if interest rates stay 
low globally, which has been our assumption for a while now, that’s 
generally pretty good for the asset class. So there will be slightly 
increased volatility, but low interest rates basically mean that the 
cost of capital for the REITs remains low, and that usually means 
two things: They can execute on their strategy quite well, and it 
supports the underlying real estate valuations.

While we don’t see dramatic upside to the space from here 
in the RMZ, I don’t think that the risks to the downside are that 
significant either. We’ve been saying the RMZ index is probably 
going to bounce between 1000 and 1200 for a while, and that’s 
exactly what it’s been doing. As we put it a couple of weeks ago, 
REITs look to be range-bound for a while. It doesn’t mean you can’t 
pick some great stocks, that’s certainly possible, but overall there’s 
not a lot of argument to significant upside or significant downside 
from here. It’s an unusually boring, neutral view, I’m sorry.

TWST: Is there anything else you’d like to wrap up?
Mr. Toti: We did a conference call with a real estate 

attorney who works with a lot of REITs and nonpublic REITs. We 
talked about a lot of the issues around the IPO pipeline and the 
nontraded REIT space, and his comments spoke to relative stability 
for most of those kinds of related entities as well. In particular, I 
think the most important takeaway was that he believes — and we 
believe — that the ownership of commercial real estate is going to 
continue to migrate from private ownership to public ownership. 
That basically means in the future more IPOs, more smaller REITs 
coming out, more of the real estate in this country going from private 
ownership to a public format, which net-net is a big positive for the 
asset class and for the equity markets as well.

TWST: Thank you. (MN)
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SECTOR — REAL ESTATE
(AHI805) TWST: You put out a note today in which you make a 
bull case for REITs. Would you summarize that for our readers?

Mr. Kim: The 10-year has come to near record lows, and 
our economist Michael Gregory has recently forecasted that the 10-
year will remain low, with a forecast of 1.88% by the end of 2017, 

A Bullish View on REITs, Particularly Office and Shopping Centers
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below where it started this year. If that turns out to be the case, we 
think it’s a very positive environment for REITs, not only because 
of the yield spread, but also because debt refinancing will now be 
accretive for longer, and cap rates will remain low, supporting asset 
values, NAVs and asset sale gains. That’s not something that we 
were modeling in before, and there’s likely going to be a change that 
occurs during earnings season.

Mr. Adornato: I might also add that the fundamentals 
remain positive. This is not a change necessarily but still a tailwind for 
the group, and that is the fundamentals remain pretty positive for most 
property sectors. We are keeping an eye on new development in a few 
areas. Self storage, under my coverage, is one where we just don’t have 
very good information when it comes to 
new construction in this little niche sector. 
But in general, things look pretty positive 
from a fundamental perspective.

TWST: You are overweight 
right now on office and shopping 
centers. Would you tell us about your 
reasoning behind that?

Mr. Kim: I think on office, 
it’s a bit of an outlier. It’s been a weak 
performer for seven of the past nine 
years. It’s trading at a 10% discount to 
NAV. The reason why we think that will 
correct is we’ve had strong rental growth 
over the last five years, and that’s going 
to show up in the numbers. On top of that, 
leasing has been very strong year to date, 
with net absorption higher this year to 
date versus the past five years in some of 
the major markets, including New York, 
San Francisco, L.A. and Philadelphia, 
which is a positive surprise. So that’s the 
first derivative of the rental growth, and 
it seems like that’s still continuing.

We’re also seeing the REITs 
sell assets at very high return on capital. 
The return on capital we estimate at 
35% on asset sales last year. The reason 
why that’s important is — I think the 
biggest critique on office is they pay high 
maintenance, capex and tenant improvement costs, and by selling 
assets they’re getting a higher return that a return on capital spent. 
So that mitigates some of that critique.

Mr. Adornato: Another sector that we have identified as 
an overweight is shopping centers. This is in contrast to regional 
malls, where we still think there could be some headwind from the 
shakeout of the department store flux, that is, department stores are 
rightsizing their store fleets. This generally means closing stores. 
There is also the prospect of some large operators completely 
disappearing, potentially Sears (NASDAQ:SHLD), JCPenney 
(NYSE:JCP) among them. So we’re sticking to community shopping 
centers. Those are smaller, open-air centers usually anchored by a 
grocer or drug store, where folks go to buy their everyday goods.

This sector has always been defensive in nature, and so we 

still think that these stores will be less impacted by e-commerce. The 
shopping centers have done a very good job since the recession in 
replacing the small-shop tenants that were lower quality with national 
chains and just better-credit-quality tenants in the small shops. We also 
like anchor recaptures. Anchors tend to be very long-term tenants with 
long-term leases with lots of extension options. This means that when an 
anchor is recaptured by the landlord there is usually a dramatic increase 
in rent. This is an ongoing theme for the shopping centers. And finally, 
shopping center owners are getting more savvy about adding density 
to their properties as well. Over time, communities grow around these 
shopping centers that were built perhaps 20, 30, even 40 years ago; this 
provides another source of revenue growth for the shopping centers.

TWST: Meanwhile you are 
underweight health care. What’s 
your concern there?

Mr. Kim: It’s really the tenant-
operator concern. They are going under 
reimbursement issues for Medicare, 
and the EBITDAR coverage for senior 
housing and skilled nursing has gradually 
reduced to 1.1 to 1.2x for some REITs. 
So we’re seeing the potential for 
rent reductions on some of the major 
tenants like we have seen with HCP 
(NYSE:HCP) and ManorCare.

TWST: What are your top 
stock picks currently and why?

Mr. Adornato: I’ll start off 
in the shopping center space. There are 
two names that we like. First is Acadia 
Realty (NYSE:AKR). This is the best 
play for urban and street retail. They 
have a presence not in malls but on the 
streetscape. This is kind of the last frontier 
for retailers. They already have a presence 
in every mall in the country, but retailers 
now want to potentially downsize their 
mall fleets and supplement their physical 
stores with a flagship presence on major 
street thoroughfares in the major cities 
throughout the country.

This is very important for an 
omnichannel strategy; that is, in order to feed e-commerce sales, 
the retailers want to establish brand awareness in the mind of the 
consumer. This is accomplished by having large, very immersive, 
experiential flagship stores in these gateway markets. Acadia 
specializes in providing these flagship opportunities to retailers. 
Acadia also has a very large high-profile development on a key 
pedestrian street in Brooklyn. This is going to really transform that 
strip in a very high-profile, Millennial-friendly city like Brooklyn.

The other name that we like in this sector is Retail 
Opportunity (NASDAQ:ROIC). They specialize in owning 
community shopping centers in West Coast markets that have very 
high barriers to entry and very good consumer demographics, so 
they’re very selective in their acquisitions. Also, CEO Stuart Tanz 
has a long track record and a large, well-known presence on the 
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West Coast, having operated previous publicly traded entities, 
most recently Pan Pacific Properties, which was sold to Kimco 
(NYSE:KIM) in 2006. He has been 
operating Retail Opportunity for 
five years now and has been very 
successful in getting off-balance 
sheet acquisitions using operating 
partnership, or OP, units. So we like 
this company because they have 
proprietary acquisitions, and they are 
an excellent operator in very high-
barrier West Coast communities.

TWST: John, are there 
any that you want to highlight?

Mr. Kim: SL Green 
(NYSE:SLG), the largest landlord 
in Manhattan office. It has been a big underperformer this year, 
and I think the concern on the company has been that leasing 
is slowing down while cap rates are moving up. Well, as 
discussed earlier, net absorption is actually trending above the 
past five-year average, while the 10-year yield is approaching 
historical lows likely means cap rates are not moving. We think 
global capital is still there and interested in New York office, 
particularly post Brexit. So with that combination of factors, we 
think the company will trade closer to our NAV estimate of $133.

Secondly, I would say Aimco (NYSE:AIV), which has a 
very good mix of coastal and Sunbelt market exposure as well as A 
and B grade properties. It’s still trading at a discount to our valuation. 
We think in multifamily particularly, to have that diversity is very 
appealing at this time of the market.

Mr. Adornato: An additional one for me would be 
VEREIT (NYSE:VER). This is a special situation, a turnaround 
situation. The turnaround has been underway for about 18 months, 
and the new management team, led by Glenn Rufrano, has been 
very successful in selling assets in order to delever the balance 
sheet, at the same time rebuilding investor confidence in a company 
that had some accounting irregularities. What remains for Glenn 
to accomplish is he needs to regain an investment-grade credit 
rating. We think this will come over time, as the leverage metrics 
have already been improved under his watch to what is typically 
investment grade. It’s just a matter of waiting out the rating agencies 
that ultimately will decide to award investment grade.

There are also some outstanding items that are keeping 
away typical REIT investors, and these are risks from potential legal 
settlements. These are pretty much big unknowns that, if they are 
addressed this year, this should provide a lot of comfort to dedicated 
REIT investors who will be able to value the company alongside its peer 
group. On that basis, we think the stock will screen very well, and so we 
look forward to these milestones being achieved, that is, elimination of 
litigation risk and achieving an investment-grade rating within the next 
12 months or so. So we like VEREIT as a potential turnaround play.

TWST: Speaking of milestones, I think it’s fair to say 
the REIT sector overall has a few coming up — the new GICS 
classification, and the possibility that it might surpass the $1 
trillion market cap mark. What are your thoughts on those in 
terms of their importance and impact for the REIT sector?

Mr. Kim: I think the GICS change is huge. I think a lot 
of investors downplay it, because it’s just a different allocation. But 

having real estate as its own sector is 
a big change; it really didn’t quite fit 
into the financial sector. REITs have 
historically been, for a lot of general 
equity investors or financial-focused 
investors, an easy underweight for 
real estate, because it was relatively 
small within financials. Now that it’s 
its own sector there will be a lot more 
attention paid to it and to whether 
or not investors are underweight the 
sector, and it’s been a very strong 
performing sector over the last decade.

Mr. Adornato: I think 
there’s nothing magical about that $1 trillion, except that $1 trillion 
is a very big number and should just add to the aura, if you will, 
of the REIT sector. I’ve been around covering this sector for more 
than 20 years, and it’s always been somewhat of a struggle to get 
the broader generalist community interested in REITs. I think with 
$1 trillion in our sector, this should attract a little bit more attention, 
perhaps open a few more doors — REITs are here to stay.

Believe it or not, 15 or 20 years ago a lot of folks thought 
that the sector might disappear just like predecessor real estate 
sectors have since disappeared. I’m thinking of the partnership era, 
the mortgage REITs that one time dominated our sector, and other 
real estate-flavored types of investments. But the REITs that we have 
today offer much better governance, much better trading liquidity, 
and much better operators — quite frankly, the best of just about 
every property type are now represented within the REIT industry. 
So passing $1 trillion with all of these other good fundamental items 
should really, I think, lay the groundwork for further growth and 
investment from the broader community.

TWST: Did any themes or trends stick out for you 
from the most recent quarterly results and calls?

Mr. Adornato: I think in my category, and this is not 
necessarily new in this last quarter, but over the last year or so we’ve 
seen good discipline among the management teams. I think the 

“Now that it’s its own sector there will 
be a lot more attention paid to it and to 

whether or not investors are 
underweight the sector, and it’s been a 
very strong performing sector over the 

last decade.”
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lessons of the most recent recession have not fallen on deaf ears, have 
not been forgotten. And so REITs have done a good job in shoring up 
their balance sheets, taking advantage of the low rate environment to 
lock in longer-term fixed-rate financing at attractive prices.

By the same token, I would say in terms of property 
operations there has been a reasonable level of discipline, both in 
respect to acquisitions — that is, not necessarily overpaying for 
acquisitions — and also on the development side. We think the 
information feedback loop is much more robust. We have better 
information, almost in real time, as to how much construction is 
under way. The banks have been more disciplined in providing 
development capital. All of these things are combining to create just 
a better, more healthy supply-and-demand dynamic.

Mr. Kim: I would add that in the first quarter there was 
a big change in multifamily. It was a sector that I think was very 
much in favor at the beginning of the year and quickly got out of 
favor because new supply picked up in a lot of the major markets, 
and we saw a big slowdown in rental growth in New York and 
San Francisco in particular. As part of that, Equity Residential 
(NYSE:EQR) downgraded earnings guidance twice within a five-
week period. That’s an example of how quickly it decelerated.

Mr. Adornato: I would add that the trouble at the 
department stores had really come home to roost in the regional 
mall space. All of the department store operators had reported weak 
results, lower traffic, lower sales. This is concerning to the regional 
malls that have typically three, four or more department stores as 
anchors. The anchors are supposed to bring in traffic to the mall, 
although that role has been questionable for some time.

Nevertheless, whether they bring in traffic or not, they 
occupy space in the mall, and so this space may find its way back 
to the mall owners. They need to think about how to program this 
space, how to curate it with respect to the rest of the regional mall. 
The mall owners have been doing this for years; they’ve been adding 
entertainment, they’ve been adding dining, they’ve been adding 
experiences to the mall, replacing retailers as retailer fortunes go up 
and down. So there’s no question in my mind that the mall owners 
are up to the task, it just takes time to work through the system, and 
at this point we don’t even know exactly how the department store 
footprints will play out.

TWST: Over the next couple of quarters, what will you 
be focusing on most, and what should investors be looking for?

Mr. Kim: I think you touched on a couple of things. The 
GICS change will be pretty significant in how the market values 
the REITs. The REIT investor is more focused on NAV, but I think 
equity investors are more focused on earnings multiple or perhaps 
DCF. And then the other item we’re going to look at is how the 
companies utilize their cost of capital, which is going to be very 
advantageous. Are they going to be aggressively acquiring, which 
could be troublesome? Will they be utilizing the strong capital 
markets to perhaps sell assets, which I think some should. So it’s 
really how they continue to allocate capital in what is a surprisingly 
advantageous market for them.

Mr. Adornato: I think it will be interesting to see how 
some really exogenous factors play out over the next six months. 
I’m thinking most specifically about Brexit. It’s not a U.S. thing, but 
the U.S. will be affected in so far as the U.S. may be the recipient of 
capital that is seeking a safe haven. On the flip side, the U.S. could 
be dragged down if the world economy is dragged down. The other 
big wild card is, of course, the election. It’s been a crazy election 
year, and I think it’s safe to say that there will be more craziness out 
there before it’s all said and done.

TWST: Is there anything else you’d like to add?
Mr. Adornato: We’re looking forward to our real estate 

conference in September, and we’ll certainly have a lot more to say 
after that.

TWST: Thank you. (MN)
 

Note: Opinions and recommendations are as of 07/08/16.
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SECTOR — REAL ESTATE
(AZY600) TWST: Would you mind introducing our readers to 
Wheeler REIT with an overview of the company’s history and 
your business focus today?

Mr. Wheeler: We went public back in November 2012, 
and the predecessor company, Wheeler Interests and Wheeler Real 
Estate Company, was started back in December 1999. So we are in 
our 16th year now, of which 12 to 13 years have been private, and 
then a little over three now public. We started off with one of the 
smallest, if not the smallest, REIT IPOs in the history of REITs dating 
back to 1961 or 1962. We came out with a $15 million market cap 
and contributed eight of what we refer to as Wheeler legacy assets 
that we either purchased, built from ground up or renovated. Since 
then we’ve grown the portfolio to 56 income-producing properties 
and about nine land parcels, and our current gross revenues are 
around $45 million, so it’s really grown exceptionally since day one.

Our headquarters are in Virginia Beach, Virginia. We 
have a regional office in Charleston. We have 60 associates, and 
there are 20 disciplines in our business: acquisition, financing, 
leasing, lease administration, accounting and so forth. Eighteen on 
those disciplines are in-house, and the only two that are external 
are architects and engineering. We primarily purchase grocery-
anchored shopping centers; we do have a couple of strip centers, but 
it’s primarily either grocery-anchored or the grocery store is what 
we call a shadow-anchor-adjacent to our shopping center, not part 
of the collateral but they are a draw to the property. We are currently 
in 11 states, with South Carolina being the most dominant with 32 
assets there. That’s a good 40,000-foot level presentation.

TWST: What else would you add in terms of your 
portfolio’s occupancy and tenants? And what are your investment 
criteria? What do you look for in properties and markets?

Mr. Wheeler: In those 11 states we’re primarily east of 
the Mississippi. We are as high as Sicklerville, New Jersey, all the 
way down to Florida and over to Oklahoma. In those 11 states we 
like to stay geographically diverse, but we’re also credit-tenant-
diverse. BI-LO, in property count wise and store wise, is our largest 
tenant. We like our anchor to be no more than, say, 12%, 13% of our 
gross lease area, and they are right there at that percentage. As times 
goes on, we want to diversify that as well, just like with 32 assets in 
South Carolina we want to diversify now more in other states.

We recently bought a group of properties called the A-C 
Portfolio; the seller was based in Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina, which 
is outside of Charleston, and we bought 14 assets from them, of which 
13 are in South Carolina and one is in Georgia. It’s important to us 
to keep that diversity maintained. That portfolio when we purchased 
it was 92% leased and occupied. Our overall portfolio after that 
acquisition is roughly around 94%, 95% leased and occupied. Part 
of the metrics that we use — again, we like grocery-anchored — is 
for the anchor or junior anchor to represent every bit of 60% of the 
overall GLA, and we want that anchor to have solid, strong sales that 
are upward-trending. We want to have the dominant, or no less than 
the number two, grocer in that particular market.

Our markets are what we call secondary and tertiary; you 
are not in the major cities or core markets, you are in the suburbs 
or the rural areas, and we refer to those as blue and low blue, blue 
collar and low blue collar. With where we reside with our assets, 
demographically you have the fireman, the policeman, the school 
teacher, of course you have the different legal professions and real 
estate professions — but we like to say that in our markets our 
customers are not car-poor or house-poor, and they have available 
spend of retail dollars to patronize our shopping centers.

TWST: The portfolio you mentioned, which just closed 

JON S. WHEELER serves as Chairman & Chief Executive Officer of Wheeler Real 
Estate Investment Trust Inc. and has 33 years of real estate experience. A graduate of 
Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Mr. Wheeler earned a B.A. in political science 
in 1983. An active member of the International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC), he 
is also a founding member of Old Dominion University’s Industry Professional 
Advisors to the Center (IPAC) and on the Senior Advisory Board to E.V. Williams Center 
for Real Estate and Economic Development. Current board memberships include The 
Wheeler Benefit Foundation as Chairman and The Chesapeake Bay Wine Classic 
Foundation as President. Mr. Wheeler has fulfilled requests to speak by organizations 
such as the ICSC, the Cox Executive Business Series and the Urban Land Institute. He 

has written real estate columns for Inside Business and publications and newspapers such as The Virginian-Pilot, 
Retail Traffic and Dealmakers. His company was highlighted in Men’s Fitness as one of the top 15 fittest companies 
in America. In 2013 Mr. Wheeler received the Corporate Volunteer Leadership Award from VOLUNTEER Hampton 
Roads. Previous honors include the Entrepreneurial Excellence Award (Inside Business, 2009), Wellness in the 
Workplace Award from the Virginia Business Coalition on Health (2009), and the Hampton Roads Corporate 
Volunteer Excellence Award (2010, Good Corporate Neighbor — Small).
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in April, that was your largest to date. How did you finance that 
acquisition, and what is your typical financing strategy?

Mr. Wheeler: Typically, we’ll deal with the commercial 
mortgage-backed security market, or with a life insurance company 
like an Equitable or Protective or Aviva. But mainly it’s the Cantor 
Fitzgeralds of the world, Rialto, Starwood, there are different groups 
that are quite active right now. I’m 55 and I have been doing this 
for 34 years, and I refer to our time right now as a positive perfect 
storm, meaning that the product, the equity and the debt have aligned 
themselves like I have never seen before. I have been through three 
recessions, and we know with the recent, the Great Recession of 
2008, 2009 and 2010, we have a really good comparison of what’s 
good and what’s not, what works and what doesn’t work.

Even during 2008, 2009 and 2010, we were still buying. 
We didn’t sell as much. Our occupancies dropped a little bit, we got 
closer to 92% average, and our tenant delinquencies increased a little 
bit from what’s thought of as typical, say 4%, 5%, 6%, up to as high as 
10%. On our typical financing, pre-2008 when we were private, that 
would be an 80% loan to value. Today, being a publicly traded real 
estate investment trust, we are 50% to 65% loan to value, and we are 
driving down the loan to value because you really want to be closer to 
55% or 60% on the average, and that’s an industry average.

Also, it’s important to note, going back to some of our 
criteria, that we look at what’s called health ratios, meaning that 
we want a grocery store to have a 3% or less gross rent to sales. 
For example, if a tenant is doing $10 million in the grocery store, 
you don’t want the gross rent to be more than $300,000 a year. Our 
average rents in our portfolio are about $9.50 a square foot; that 
includes the anchors, the junior anchors and the small shops. If 
you’re in a core or core-plus market, that number is going to be 
much higher, closer to $18 to $20 a square foot.

So those health ratios go like this: If it’s 3% for the grocery 
stores, we want our soft goods, which we don’t have that much of, 
to be 6% or less; hard goods are 8%; and then your restaurants are 
10%, or if they sell alcohol, 12%. In the old days the video stores 
would be as high as 50%, because they buy that tape or CD one time, 
every time they rent it it’s paid for. That’s another thing, shifting 
trades, shifting customer interests, so we don’t give any value to the 
video stores anymore. Blockbuster is still around somewhat, but the 
Movie Galleries, the Hollywood Videos, they are all gone, and there 
are no video stores, probably more so the mom and pops. But those 
health ratios are important because it really is kind of the glue.

When you look at our portfolio, that $9.50, can I push it 
to $9.75 or $10? Yes, and we do that, and we factor that in. But if it 

was $12 to $14 a foot, on the average it would be too high, meaning 
the rents would be too much for the tenants and potentially they 
wouldn’t be generating sales to support those rents. That goes into 
our factoring and our criteria as well.

TWST: What do consider the highlights of your most 
recent quarterly results?

Mr. Wheeler: I’ll compare 2015 and 2016 in general, 
and then I’ll boil it down to the quarter. We have what we refer to 
as rent spreads, and that’s basically your rent increases. We had 33 
renewals that took place in 2015, 100% renewal, which is highly 
unusual, and I attribute that to how we do business and what we call 
the little touches, items completed post close when we buy an asset. 
That was a 6.6% rent spread, and we factor in 3% in our analysis 
when we project. We use a software called Argus that projects out 
10 years, and we project rent growth at 3%. So 2015 was 6.6%, and 
2016 so far we are approaching 6.9%. We had about 200,000 feet 
in renewals that were coming due; we’ve renewed about 150,000 
of that, so 75% of those leases that were pending have now been 
renewed. The rent spreads there are about 6.9%.

The biggest key metric that I’m very proud of is that when 
you look at Q4 2015, our year-over-year same-store NOI growth 
was 7%. The industry average for REITs is 3.4%. So I would say 
overall that is very impressive, because we are north of 200% of 
what the industry average is. A lot of people ask, “Jon, how do you 
maintain these rates? How do you push rates? How do you maintain 
such a high occupancy level in secondary and tertiary markets?” 
And I go back to the touches.

When we put a piece of property under contract, we are 
under contract for 60, 90 or 120 days. And when we do our tenant 
interviews, our due diligence, the resounding comment to us from the 
tenants is, “We’ve seen you more in the 60 or 90 days than we’ve seen 
the previous owner in six to nine years.” Those touches continue post 
closing, and we feel that’s one of our greatest attributes: We look at 
our tenants not as landlord-tenant and adversarial, we look our tenants 
as partners. We’re in this partnership together, and anything we can do 
to help them to grow their business, we try to do very strongly.

TWST: You pay monthly dividends. Why monthly 
versus quarterly? And I gather that you’re not currently 
covering the dividend but you have plans in place to get there in 
the latter part of this year, would you tell us about that?

Mr. Wheeler: We do. When we went public, again 
we were very small, and it was more of a retail offering to folks 
like yourself and myself, literally through the Merrill Lynchs and 
the Goldman Sachs of the world, through the RIAs, Registered 
Investment Advisors. When we went public we used two groups: 
Capital Securities out of Richmond and Wellington Shields out 
of New York. That was a retail offering, and it was about 20% 
institutional and 80% retail.

Now we’ve flipped that, with different types of financings 
since the IPO, with follow-ons and a series of private placement 
memorandums, what we refer to as PIPEs. So now we are about 80% 
institutional and 20% retail. But coming out it was very important to 
pay not a quarterly dividend but a monthly dividend because of the 
retail nature. Not that we would switch to quarterly. Our investors 
have become very accustomed to the monthly distributions, and 
when you look at a 10%, 12%, 13% yield coupon, that really 

”It’s important to note, going back to some of 
our criteria, that we look at what’s called health 
ratios, meaning that we want a grocery store to 

have a 3% or less gross rent to sales.”
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translates to a much higher number because you’re compounding on 
a monthly basis, and our investors really enjoy that.

Concerning what we refer to as a deficit yield, in our fourth 
quarter earnings call we projected $0.11 to $0.12 on an annualized 
pro forma run rate on our dividend. Then on the last call, Q1, we 
projected $0.15 to $0.16, and by the second half of 2016, which is 
really the completion when you get into the fourth quarter, we are 
offering annualized pro forma guidance run rate of $0.21 a share. So 
the goal we have in front of us is to be earning the dividend on a pro 
forma basis literally, with the pro forma based on Q4 2016, and then 
that run rate going forward will be the $0.21 a share.

We feel confident about that based on what we discussed 
so far, and also on our trends, our rent spreads, our same-store NOI 
growth, as well as that now we have 56 assets where we can spread the 
G&A load. We have a G&A allocation that goes to each property, and 
as we buy more assets we really minimize that deficit yield, also by 
controlling G&A. As I mentioned earlier, we have about $45 million 
in gross revenues, and our G&A right now is about $4.5 million. You 
want that percentage to be 10% or less, and then with every asset you 
add you are incrementally driving that percentage down to where at 
some point in time it’s completely absorbed, and then the G&A and 
your expenses from overhead and accounting, since it’s completely 
absorbed, it becomes irrelevant or what we call nonmaterial.

TWST: Tell us about the cost-containing initiatives you 
have undertaken. And what other strategic initiatives or goals 
do you have for the rest of this year and next year?

Mr. Wheeler: Beginning January 2016, our G&A was 
about $6 million, so we really worked hard at what I call chopping 
wood to get the G&A down $1.5 million to where it is at 10% or 
less of gross revenue. And of course as gross revenue increases, that 
percentage will come down. If you look at that $1.5 million, that’s 
a significant downward trend, a positive trend on reductions. Some 
is just a natural process of people coming and going. Our senior 
management is in place, and as we grow we will add people in lease 
administration, property management, leasing and accounting, but 
all your senior management is in place, so we don’t have to add any 
significant heavy salaries on the top end.

And then about initiatives and so forth, I like to talk about 
what’s called ancillary and specialty income. These are dollars that 
are generated in the parking field, through fireworks, Christmas 
trees and pumpkins on a seasonal basis, as well as more significant 
dollars that are created through creating outparcels, whether they 
are delineated or truly subdivided. When you buy a shopping center, 

I call it a chess match: Everything is based upon leases, contract 
rents, fixed increases and so forth, and of course when you get the 
benefit of some percentage rents from the tenants, that’s very helpful 
as well. But what we like to do is focus heavily on ancillary and 
specialty income, which is not projected, it’s not in the pro forma, 
and it’s kind of icing on the cake.

Post closing, we upsize tenants, we downsize them, we 
relocate them, and in some cases we completely displace them, i.e., 
going back to the video stores. If you remember, when our parents 
grew up Singer sewing machines were a big thing; well, that business 
is completely out-of-date, it’s gone, and that whole industry has 
changed. If you look at RadioShack in electronics, that whole industry 
has changed. When RadioShack filed for bankruptcy, we only had two 
of them, one privately and one publicly, and we backfilled them with 
cell phone stores that were paying almost twice as much in rent.

The constant and significant push today is really taking 
a grocery store, whether it be a Wal-Mart or Kroger or Food Lion, 
BI-LO, Winn Dixie, Lowes Foods — you ascertain all this in your 
due diligence, you know what they are doing, you know what their 
base line is in profitability, and you know how you can help them 
to increase that. That’s one thing that we have, very good, strong 
relationship with our grocery stores, and our tenants in general, but 
since the grocery stores remain the dominant anchor for us, that’s 
important. So we try to upsize them and relocate some tenants to 
accommodate their expansion.

Traditionally that expansion is at their own cost and 
expense, and then in turn we are able to get longer lease terms out of 
that. Say you bought a center and you have a five- or 10-year lease 
with them, and they had some remaining subsequent options. You 
are able to get them to renovate and expand their store at their cost, 
they have their own capital improvements they put in, and of course 
then they want a longer lease term, and you can turn that five to 10 
into 10, 15 or 20, and that alone creates tremendous value.

We have seen several times, between both private assets 
and public assets, with that alone you can increase value of the 
properties. Going back to our purchase criteria, we are purchasing 
assets between an 8% and 9% capitalization rate, which translates 
into about 50% of replacement cost. So if we’re buying a center at 
$100 a foot, the replacement costs are $200 to $225. That’s part of 
our criteria as well. So when you expand a tenant’s location, which 
improves their health ratios, the metrics come into place and you are 
able to accommodate your anchor tenant’s grocery store expansion. 
It’s really of wonderful double or triple play, because you get better 
credits with more square footage, but also you have created that 
ancillary and specialty income in the parking field by making that 
upsize and that relocation. Going forward that’s a very important 
part of our business model, where there could be a phase two 
component, where we buy a shopping center that has some adjacent 
land to it or some vacant outparcels already subdivided. We do a lot 
of expansion, renovation and build-to-suits to create value.

TWST: What is your outlook and formal guidance for 
the rest of the year?

Mr. Wheeler: Our formal guidance is what we mentioned 
on our last earnings call: Based on the second half of 2016 it is our 
projection, our pro forma, to be covering the dividend, again based 
upon that going-forward basis. As we get into first quarter of 2017 

”We feel confident about that based on what 
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it’s important to note that we’re a real estate investment trust, and 
as such we’re paying out 90% of our earnings, translating from 
AFFO, adjusted funds from operations, to FFO, and that’s your 
dividend. A lot of the reason people like REITs is because of just 
that: Legally, SEC is governed to distribute 90%-plus of your 
earnings, or what’s retained is taxed.

I used to work for Federal Realty Investment Trust in 
Rockville, Maryland, years ago, that’s what generated my first 
interest in REITs in general. It’s a model that’s here to stay. When 
the GICS was established back in 1999, there were 10 disciplines, 
each investment or discipline had its own category, its own silo. 
Well, in August of this year, real estate investment trusts are going to 
have their own identified silo, which is the first new silo since 1999, 
and it will be a real boom, if you will, to REITs in general.

TWST: Is there anything else you’d like to add?
Mr. Wheeler: We’re a growth company with growth 

needs, and we’re always looking at acquisition opportunities just 
like the A-C Portfolio that was 14 assets. I can look out every year 
for five years, and I see great prospects for the next two, four, five 
years. With the size of our company, I can see us growing to 75, 100 
assets with the ability to attract additional investment dollars that 
are accretive to the firm and potentially see not only the dividend 

increasing, but hopefully it will be a benefit to the stock price.
I look at the secondary and tertiary markets in the mid-

Atlantic, Southeast and Southwest, the markets that we know, and I 
look at those markets as a great opportunity for us because of lack 
of succession planning and the CMBS maturities that started back 
in 2015 and now in 2016 and into 2017. There are $10 billion a 
month, for all product types, that are maturing each month for the 
next 18, 24 months. I see us under ideal circumstances being able to 
raise money accretively. I see us having the opportunity to purchase 
$100 million to $200 million in assets a year, or the ability to deploy 
$50 million to $100 million of equity each year for the benefit of the 
company, but also most importantly our investors.

TWST: Thank you. (MN)
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SECTOR — REAL ESTATE
(AZY601) TWST: To introduce the company to readers, 
please start with a snapshot of Armada Hoffler’s history and 
your business focus today.

Mr. Haddad: Armada Hoffler was established in 1979 
by our Chairman and Founder, Dan Hoffler. We are a full-service, 
vertically integrated real estate company, with now an almost four-
decade history of creating high-quality institutional commercial real 
estate. The company became public in May of 2013, is listed on 
the New York Stock Exchange as a real estate investment trust, or 
REIT, and continues as a full-service real estate company. As such, 
Armada Hoffler focuses on creating real estate as opposed to simply 
operating on an acquisition model.

We have basically three platforms: Our real estate 
portfolio, which is the bulk of our business, and we add to that 
portfolio through our development company and our construction 
company. Therefore, we are manufacturing real estate as opposed to 
simply acquiring it. The company creates a significant spread from 
wholesale to retail, thus generating value for all shareholders, which 
again we have been doing for nearly four decades.

TWST: You have a more diversified approach, 
whereas many REITs today focus on one particular property 
type. Why the diversified approach? What are the benefits, 
and what, if any, are the drawbacks?

Mr. Haddad: Our portfolio contains multifamily as 

well as office and retail properties. The company has always been 
diversified. A lot of that comes from Armada Hoffler’s background 
and history of doing a tremendous amount of public-private 
partnerships. These are partnerships that we establish with cities, 
states, large institutions and universities.

The reason behind diversification in that line of business is 
that you always want to be able to say yes to your client. The client 
may be a city trying to redensify a core, in the case of our Virginia 
Beach Town Center, or a university that is looking for higher-
quality housing than what’s available right outside their front gate, 
or a downtown office building for a well-healed client. Therefore, 
Armada Hoffler has kept that funnel open. We found over the many 
years that the diversified approach allows us to be able to react to 
market conditions a lot quicker than if we simply had one product 
type, and it has enabled us to maintain our profitability through 
several recessions and all sorts of economic storms.

TWST: You mentioned the company being more 
focused on creating real estate versus simply acquiring it, but 
you do make acquisitions. How do you balance new development 
activity versus acquisitions, and how much energy and capital 
go into one type of investment versus the other?

Mr. Haddad: Our run rate historically has been about 
$150 million to $200 million worth of commercial real estate put in 
place every 18 months to 24 months. That has been the case over the 
broad spectrum of our experience; our development engine is fairly 

LOUIS S. HADDAD, President and CEO, has served in executive roles within Armada 
Hoffler Properties, Inc., since 1987. He has served as the Chief Executive Officer of 
Armada Hoffler Holding Company since 1999 and as President since 1996. From 1987 
to 1996, Mr. Haddad served as President of Armada Hoffler Construction Company, 
expertly guiding this division through a decade of robust growth and escalating the 
firm’s revenues from $5 million per annum to $150 million. Mr. Haddad now runs 
the day-to-day operations of Armada Hoffler’s development, construction and asset 
management divisions, and has catapulted the firm into one of the largest full-service 
commercial real estate organizations in the Mid-Atlantic region. He has steered the 
Virginia Beach firm through a successful public stock offering in 2013, raising the 

company’s profile and establishing a platform for long-term growth over the years to come.
 

 
MICHAEL P. O’HARA has served as Chief Financial Officer for Armada Hoffler 
Properties, Inc., since 2002. Mr. O’Hara joined Armada Hoffler in 1996 as Controller of 
the construction company and was promoted to Controller of Armada Hoffler Holding 
Company in 1999. Prior to joining Armada Hoffler, he served as Controller of Beacon 
Construction in Boston, Massachusetts. Mr. O’Hara received a B.S. in accounting from 
Fairfield University. Mr. O’Hara is also a certified public accountant.
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consistent. The company also does acquisitions, but not exactly 
from the standpoint of simply purchasing properties to get bigger. 
The executives of Armada Hoffler are far and away the largest 
shareholder of the company; our management team owns around 
20% of the outstanding equity. In fact, former joint venture partners 
and other OP unitholders together with us own over a third of the 
company. So there isn’t any desire to dilute the company without 
creating value, and that’s what we feel would happen if we simply 
focused on acquiring properties.

That said, we routinely recycle our portfolio. Our belief is 
that real estate has an optimum value, and there is a time and a place to 
reap that value. We often do 1031 exchanges out of assets we believe 
are ripe to leave the portfolio into something that we want to acquire, 
which is more of a trade. The other part of our story that has been a real 
growth engine for Armada Hoffler is acquiring real estate for operating 
partnership units, essentially property for stock. That’s another benefit 
of being in the business in the same region with the same management 
team for so many years: We have created a tremendous amount of 
relationships in the greater Mid-Atlantic region with people who have 
bought into the story and who are folding their properties into our 
company in return for operating partnership units.

Those two methods form Armada Hoffler’s acquisition 
strategy. There may be opportunities in the future where we can bring 
some of our services to bear — i.e., a redevelopment opportunity — 
but it’s unlikely that we would compete for an acquisition.

TWST: Would you give us an example of a 
development recently announced or underway now to illustrate 
your investment criteria and strategy?

Mr. Haddad: There have been several recent 
announcements. A good case study for us is Baltimore’s Inner Harbor. 
The company has been present in the Inner Harbor of Baltimore since 
1995. As a construction company, we have built over $1 billion worth 
of real estate on the waterfront, and we use that not only as profitable 
work, but it has let us foster more and more relationships.

We recently announced a project where we will ultimately 
become the majority owner of what we believe will be the premier 
apartment site in Baltimore, located at the Inner Harbor and basically 
surrounded by water. This is a $93 million high-rise project with almost 
300 units and 20,000 square feet of retail. Again, for Armada Hoffler, 
manufacturing comes to light, where we are building at a wholesale 
level, eventually putting the project into service and ultimately acquiring 
the majority of it once completed at a retail level.

TWST: How frequently do you use joint ventures, 

and what else would you add in terms of your financing 
strategy and use of leverage?

Mr. Haddad: Armada Hoffler creates joint venture 
partnerships quite often. We view real estate as a local business, 
and for this reason, we like to have strategic partners in the 
markets that we frequent. The company maintains multiple long-
standing relationships in the greater Mid-Atlantic region. The 
Baltimore relationship is one that I would mention again; our 
partner in the Inner Harbor has been working with us for well 
over 20 years. The company uses the joint venture vehicle to a 
large extent to source really good real estate.

Armada Hoffler’s interest lies in high-barrier-to-entry 
assets. That is what will stay in our portfolio, be it a Virginia Beach 
Town Center where we have the A location with a significant partner 
being the city of Virginia Beach, or within Baltimore’s Inner Harbor 
right on the water, or in the case of Annapolis Junction, which is 
halfway between Baltimore and Washington, near Fort Meade, 
adjacent to a commuter rail station. That’s what we look for in terms 
of long-term holds. And many times, that kind of real estate is in 
the hands of a developer already. Fortunately, there are a number of 
these developers who can use a partner such as Armada Hoffler and 
all of the services our company has to offer as well as our balance 
sheet to get a first-grade project off the ground.

TWST: How are property fundamentals trending 
for the Mid-Atlantic market, and how is that translating to 
your portfolio metrics?

Mr. Haddad: Armada Hoffler might be a slightly different 
story in that we believe that a company of our size with a portfolio 
of our size, macroeconomics are important, but they are not nearly as 
important as microeconomics and what is trending in specific locations 
within the submarkets. A good example of that is Baltimore. The 
downtown Baltimore commercial real estate market, in our opinion, 
is flat at best and not the ideal place for new investment. However, 
Armada Hoffler is currently in a partnership with Johns Hopkins 
University to build student housing about 100 feet from the front gate of 
their downtown Homewood campus. Hence, in our opinion, Baltimore 
is a wonderful market, but only in that specific instance.

Another good example is downtown Durham, North 
Carolina, where Armada Hoffler is building a high rise. The 
downtown Durham market seems to be poised for a significant 
comeback, but we are not in a position to be speculating on that. 
What we are interested in is a partnership with Duke University 
and its commitment to anchor the tower. Armada Hoffler defines 
itself as having a rifle approach rather than a shotgun. Obviously, 
macroeconomics cannot be dismissed, but the real opportunity is in 
the specific location, with the driver for a project being the partner.

TWST: What would you highlight from your most 
recent quarterly results?

Mr. O’Hara: The first quarter came in slightly above our 
expectations, and the results do not point to one specific thing but all 
three pieces of our business: From the properties to construction to 
development, all divisions performed well and above expectations. 
The company outperformed in the first quarter, and we announced 
shortly before our earnings release the acquisition of a retail center 
called Southgate Square, located outside of Richmond, which was 
done through an OP unit transaction that was accretive for the year. 

“Armada Hoffler might be a slightly different 
story in that we believe that a company of our 

size with a portfolio of our size, 
macroeconomics are important, but they are 

not nearly as important as microeconomics and 
what is trending in specific locations within 

the submarkets.”
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Based on those two things, the company raised guidance for the year.
TWST: What would you say distinguishes Armada 

Hoffler from peers and competitors?
Mr. Haddad: Mike and I go out on the road often and 

obviously talk to investors on a regular basis. Of course, when 
you make the same presentation a few hundred times, you start to 
recognize what resonates with people and where they start taking 
notes. I will say there are four or five points that have turned out to 
be very important. The basics are that Armada Hoffler has a well-
covered, healthy dividend, and our earnings have been growing at a 
good clip since the company has become publicly traded. Obviously, 
you need to have performance as an underpinning.

But what seems to truly resonate with people, number one, 
is the fact that the company has been doing the same thing for almost 
four decades. We have essentially the same management team. 
The Chairman and Founder of the company, Dan Hoffler; the Vice 
Chairman, Russ Kirk; and myself have been together for going on 
33 years. Our next tier of management, our Presidents and Mike, our 
CFO, averages 25 years of service to the company. And in fact, the 
whole 140-, 150-person-strong group averages a decade of service 
with the company. We feel this speaks to longevity and consistency, 
both in management’s approach and vision.

Second, what really resonates with investors is the 
amount of ownership the management team has in the company. 
Armada Hoffler was very successful over its first 33 years of 
existence, and in going public, at the IPO, we took a good amount 
of accumulated wealth and left it in the company, which turned 
into stock. We are told that is somewhat unique. The management 
team’s position as far and away the largest shareholder is 
something else that is unique in the REIT space.

Third focus is, again, the company’s development 
platform. Many REITs are now getting into the development 
business because they see it as a way to create value. Well, Armada 
Hoffler has been doing it for a very long time, and in the process, 
we have proven our spreads with dispositions of properties that 
we’ve developed. People are noticing the kind of equity that we 
generate, the type of real estate that we develop and the high-
barrier-to-entry-type projects that we create.

Lastly, the Armada Hoffler construction company, 
which again we are told makes us unique in the whole REIT 
spectrum. Armada Hoffler has a significant construction operation 
that accomplishes a few things for us. One, it adds $4 million to 
$5 million to the bottom line every year by performing work for 
third-party clients. Last year, it actually topped $6 million, which is 
slightly higher than normal; this year the company is guiding toward 
around $5 million. But more importantly than the money it adds to 
the bottom line is the fact that the construction company enables us 
to control our costs and schedules in developing our own real estate. 
That is tremendously important when you are aiming to create a 
spread between your manufacturing rate and your in-service rate.

We are also seeing people starting to warm up to our 
diversification model from the standpoint of sustainability. It 
really does help the company stand the test of time. I believe many 

investors in the past have been more intent on creating their own 
diversity, and that’s all well and good, but Armada Hoffler has been 
doing it for a very long time for our own account, and we are very 
good at it. We are seeing both earnings and the dividend continue to 
grow, and we believe this is done through managing that diversity.

TWST: Looking forward to the next one or two years, 
what are your main goals, and your growth plans and strategy 
for accomplishing those goals?

Mr. Haddad: Again, we pride ourselves on sticking to our 
knitting. The company is in full execution stage right now. We have 
several projects in the development pipeline. That is very important to 
us as it represents a large part of our business, and we need to deliver 
these projects as promised, on time and on budget while creating that 
wholesale to retail spread. The first of those is Johns Hopkins, the student 
housing retail project that I mentioned earlier, which will be delivered in 
the next couple of months. The company also has a shopping center due 
to be delivered later this summer, and finally, we have three ventures 
that will be in the building stage during all of 2017.

What the company promised investors at our IPO remains 
true: We’re going to maintain our discipline and continue to do what 
we have successfully been doing for the past 37 years. We feel really 
good about the markets that we are in — the Carolinas, Virginia and 
Maryland. We might go to some tangential markets, but effectively, 
we are not going to get too far away from where our strengths are. 
The company is going to keep its run rate the same; our business 
doesn’t scale up well. It takes a tremendous amount of relationship 
building to obtain the kind of engagements we are looking for from 
cities, institutions and the like.

For the next few years, steadiness is the keyword, executing 
our business plan and managing our same-store sales. Armada Hoffler 
has had seven quarters in a row of significant same-store sales growth, 
and we are aiming to keep that up as well. Once again, if the right 
opportunity came along to do something outside of that realm, a large 
acquisition or such, we wouldn’t necessarily shy away from it, but we 
are not seeking it. We know where our model will resolve itself, and 
it’s in a very good place. You asked about the next one or two years. In 
our minds, we feel that in the next two to three years, simply by doing 
what we do best, we should achieve a $1 billion market cap. And if we 
have done our job well, a large portion of that billion dollars will have 
been created rather than raised in the markets.

TWST: Thank you. (MN)
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 President & CEO
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SECTOR — REAL ESTATE
(AZY602) TWST: Let’s start with a bit of company history.

Mr. Mills: Columbia Property Trust was founded in 2004 
as Wells Real Estate Investment Trust II, a nontraded REIT. The 
capital was raised and portfolio originally managed by Wells Real 
Estate Funds. The almost $6 billion of capital was raised from mostly 
individual investors from 2004 to 2010, and of course the capital 
was invested over that period of time. I was not with Wells, but came 
onto the board of Wells REIT II as an Independent Director in 2007.

The strategy was to invest in high-quality buildings 
with strong credit tenants, long-term leases, and to really focus on 
generating an attractive dividend for investors. The focus was on 
building a portfolio around tenants with strong credit and long-term 
leases. We’ve also maintained a conservative balance sheet, with 
low debt leverage since the inception of the company. That strategy 
worked well, and we paid a really nice dividend for many years.

But around 2012, we thought it was time to provide our 
134,000 shareholders with liquidity; that is, the ability to sell their 
shares if and when they wanted. So we began to look at options for 
providing that liquidity, either by liquidating the company or listing 
it on an exchange. We chose the latter since we felt, and still believe, 
that there’s substantial enterprise value to the company well beyond 
the value of the underlying assets. We had a great team in place, 
a great balance sheet, and a really good portfolio to work with in 
2012, but we felt it was time to internalize the management team, 
separate from the sponsor and run this as an autonomous company. 
So we began that process in late 2012, and by fall of 2013 we had 
changed our name to Columbia Property Trust, Inc. and listed the 
company on the New York Stock Exchange.

Since 2012, we have dramatically transformed the 
portfolio. We’ve shifted the strategy away from the single-tenant, 

suburban, secondary market assets focused on short-term yield to 
stronger markets with an emphasis on value growth. We’ve made 
great progress, which we can talk about.

TWST: Knowing you’ve been articulating a strategic 
plan, I was going to ask about the main changes you’ve made. 
What’s been accomplished, and what does the portfolio look like?

Mr. Mills: We’ve made some fairly dramatic changes, 
and let me start with the why. We had good quality real estate with 
good tenants, but as the downturn in 2008-2009 exposed, a lot of 
these suburban single-tenant assets haven’t held their values, much 
less provided the opportunity for growth in rents. Often that loss in 
value wasn’t fully revealed until these larger single-tenant leases 
approached their expiration. Even if the tenant renews, they hold 
most of the cards in negotiation. We thought it was important, one, 
to shift to better markets, markets with better long-term growth, 
and two, to shift to a multitenant strategy versus single tenant. 
We also needed to consolidate our business into fewer markets. 
Prior to the transition, we were in 32 markets across the country. 
We only had one asset in 20 of those markets. Concentrating in 
fewer markets strengthened our ability to compete both in terms of 
leasing and finding new investment opportunities.

So for all those reasons, we set out to dispose of many 
of the noncore assets and reinvest those proceeds into our select 
markets. Jumping forward, we’ve now sold 49 assets and have just 
a few more on the market to sell. We’ve had about $2.5 billion in 
sales and a little over $2 billion of acquisitions, so we have been net 
sellers. We’ve reinvested in markets like downtown San Francisco; 
Midtown Manhattan; Washington, D.C.; and Boston’s Back Bay. 
And today, almost two-thirds of our revenues are derived from these 
truly high-barrier, gateway markets.

The number one market in our portfolio today, by revenue, 

NELSON MILLS is President, Chief Executive Officer and Director of Columbia Property 
Trust, Inc. Mr. Mills is responsible for the company’s overall strategy, capital transactions, 
operations and the performance of its portfolio of investments. Mr. Mills served as an 
Independent Director on the Columbia Property Trust board since 2007 before being 
named President and CEO in 2010. In this position, he led the company in the establishment 
of an internal management team, a substantial repositioning of the portfolio, enhanced 
and expanded access to more efficient capital resources, and the development of a 
comprehensive strategic plan and growth strategy for the future. Mr. Mills has 29 years of 
experience in the real estate investment and financial services industries. Prior to joining 
Columbia Property Trust, he served for five years as the President and Chief Operating 

Officer of Williams Realty Advisors, LLC, manager and adviser to a series of real estate investment funds serving both 
institutional and individual investors. Previously, Mr. Mills served as Chief Financial Officer with Lend Lease Real Estate 
Investments (U.S.), Inc., one of the world’s largest institutional investment managers specializing in the acquisition and 
management of commercial real estate. He began his career in the financial industry as a Partner with KPMG LLP, 
specializing in tax and transaction advisory services for the real estate industry. He received a B.S. in business 
administration from the University of Tennessee and an MBA from the University of Georgia.
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is San Francisco; number two is Manhattan; and number three 
is Washington, D.C. We still have two assets in Atlanta, three in 
Houston, and a few other noncore assets, like Key Tower in Cleveland 
and the Westinghouse headquarters in suburban Pittsburgh, that we’ll 
ultimately dispose. But we are well on our way in shifting to these 
five or six key markets. We have taken bold and decisive moves to 
complete this transformation and were very fortunate with our timing 
given the availability of buyer capital these last few years.

There has been a near-term cost of making these moves, 
however. We’ve been selling assets that have high yield but little 
growth, and we are buying assets that are expensive relative to their 
near-term income but have better growth prospects. We are selling 
assets at 7% or 8% cap rates, and we are buying assets that may have 
an initial yield of 3%, 4% or 5% because of their growth opportunity. 
We are also acquiring assets that aren’t fully baked, if you will. They 
have either current vacancy that we can lease or they have near-term 
lease rollover opportunities, with under-market current leases in place 
that we can roll up in the near term. Because of that potential for 
growth, you pay more for those assets relative to their current yield.

So the result of all of that is, in the short term we’ve diluted 
our income, intentionally, to reposition our portfolio for better growth. 
We anticipated this prior to the listing, so we cut our dividend back 
substantially before we started this process, knowing that in the near 
term we would be diluting income. We were swapping near-term 
income for future growth opportunity, and we’re very pleased with the 
outcome. We’re now at the end of that transition, and we are looking 
forward to the upturn in the NOI and FFO that we anticipated all along.

TWST: Besides the acquisitions, what have you done 
with the sales proceeds?

Mr. Mills: We have sold a bit more than we’ve acquired, 
so we are strengthening the balance sheet, paying down debt, and we 
bought back a few shares when the share price was compelling. We’re 
really replenishing the balance sheet to prepare for future opportunities.

TWST: I don’t believe you made any acquisitions in 
the first half of this year. Should investors expect more in the 
second half of 2016 or next year?

Mr. Mills: We certainly are investigating opportunities in 
our key markets of San Francisco, West L.A., D.C., Washington, 
Boston. It’s possible we could have another acquisition or two this 
year, though there is nothing imminent on the board today. We have 
been primarily focused on disposing of these last few remaining 
noncore assets, and we’ve gotten some substantial leasing done this 
year as well — that’s been our primary focus. Our last acquisition 
was July of last year, the historic New York Times Building on West 

43rd. It’s difficult to say whether we will have other acquisitions this 
year, but we are certainly active in our market as we look to build the 
portfolio in those key markets.

TWST: What else is key to your investment criteria?
Mr. Mills: Even since we began our transition to high-

barrier CBD locations, the trend toward urbanization has only 
strengthened. We look for prime CBD locations with attractive 
amenities, transportation and housing as primary drivers, and those 
lead us to these CBD locations. Downtown San Francisco is a great 
example; Midtown South and other submarkets in Manhattan; CBD 
Washington, D.C.; Back Bay of Boston; and Santa Monica and 
other West L.A. submarkets, as I mentioned, have been very strong 
markets. It’s demographics, and the urbanization trend is driving a 
lot of it. Many businesses today are being driven by choices that will 
attract the Millennial work force, and that appears to be toward the 
CBD and other urban environments.

Our strategy fits that, and we are seeing the results of 
that in our leasing. We are having good leasing results across the 
portfolio, even though there is a lot of uncertainty in the economy 
and world today, and these key markets are not immune to that. In 
fact, we are seeing tenants’ real estate decision-making processes 
begin to slow in some markets, but relative to other markets, our 
focus markets are very strong.

TWST: How are both leasing activity and rental rates 
trending for your type of CBD office space?

Mr. Mills: I would say overall, decision-makers at tenants 
and prospective tenants are a bit more cautious to act today than 
even a year or so ago. But we continue to see strong demand in our 
focus markets. Of course, it does vary by market. In San Francisco, 
we still see solid demand and have strong leasing activity. It’s not 
as frothy, if you will, from a landlord’s point of view as it was a 
year ago or two years ago. Much of that market is driven by tech, 
and several of the major players in that sector and the private equity 
capital that backs them have become a bit more measured, so we see 
some of that, particularly in the demand for bigger-block space. But 
for one to two floor tenants, we still see very strong activity.

We’re getting leases done, and above the pro forma we 
established when we acquired the buildings a few years ago. Leasing is 
certainly not as strong as it was, but we still feel very good about that 
market. We get asked about San Francisco a lot, and I maintain that if 
we had, say, a quarter-million feet of Class A office space to lease and 
we could put that space in any market in the country we wanted, San 
Francisco would still be one of the top few cities on our list.

Leasing in Manhattan is not as strong as it was in 2014 
and 2015, which were record years, but it’s still one of the strongest 
markets in the country. We are experiencing good leasing activity 
at our properties there, and are almost fully leased today in New 
York. We just announced a few months ago that we signed a 
390,000-square foot, 30-year lease with NYU Medical and were very 
pleased to get that done. So two of our three buildings in Manhattan 
are completely leased with a lot of lease term. The one building that 
does have some vacancy is our Midtown South property, and we’re 
seeing very strong leasing activity there as well.

In Washington, D.C., the supply of trophy and Class 
A office space still outpaces demand. We don’t see that market 
strengthening in a significant way for the next year or two, but it 

”We were swapping near-term income for 
future growth opportunity, and we’re very 
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will eventually sort itself out. D.C. has proven to be one of the better 
markets in the country over the long term, and it continues to be 
supply constrained, which is one of the factors we look at in choosing 
our markets. We have some fine properties there and are holding our 
own with leasing results. Our headline property is Market Square 
on Pennsylvania Avenue, which competes head to head with new 
trophy buildings, and we win our fair share of leases there. That 
speaks to why we’re really focused on the best assets in the best 
submarkets — whether it’s the top of the cycle or the bottom of the 
cycle, they’re going to outperform over time, and you have many 
more options when it comes to leasing or transaction opportunities.

Beyond that, we have just a few assets in places like 
Atlanta, Houston and Cleveland. They all vary, and we’ve had our 
successes, but the office leasing fundamentals in those markets are 
certainly not as strong as the ones I just mentioned.

TWST: What would you say were the key takeaways 
from the previous quarter?

Mr. Mills: As our investors know, we have had great 
success on the transition, and we’re nearing the completion of that. 
The dilution in near-term income was expected and was reflected in 
our most recent guidance. We’re continuing to execute the strategy, 
and we’re getting the results we expected.

We are going to have an Investor Day on September 12 in 
Manhattan, and at that time we’re hopeful to provide more details 
on future expectations. Now that we’re near the end of the transition, 
we are going to do our best to present a clearer picture of what we 
expect in financial results over the next couple of years. We’re 
looking forward to having that discussion in a couple of months.

TWST: What do you see as the best opportunities for 
the company, and what are the challenges?

Mr. Mills: Like most other office REITs, we are trading 
at a significant discount to our net asset value today. There are a 
lot of reasons for that: the broader economy, and uncertainty and 
questions about future office demand factor in. In our particular 
case, prospective investors have questions about our transition, such 
as when are we going to finish it, where are we going to reinvest 
the disposition proceeds, what result is that going to have on near-
term and long-term income — all the questions you’ve been asking 
today. We are focused in great markets, but every market has 
volatility today. What does this mean for us in San Francisco? Can 
we renew or replace near-term expirations in D.C.? And so forth. So 
the challenge is answering those questions, and we’re doing so with 
substantial leasing and transaction successes, quarter after quarter.

But that’s our biggest opportunity and challenge, continuing 
to clarify the story and prove out our strategy. Many current and 
prospective investors — including several REIT-dedicated institutional 
investors — give us strong kudos for what we’ve accomplished, and 
the quality of the portfolio and the strength of the balance sheet. Some 
of them are waiting for value creation to show up in the near-term 
earnings numbers, and that’s definitely coming.

Obviously, we all want a more stable economic 
environment. Our business is driven by job growth; it’s driven 
by consumer and investor confidence. Companies need to have 
confidence in where they are going to hire more people and drive 
demand for office space. What we’re excited about, whether we’re 
at the bottom or the top of the cycle, is having our portfolio of high-

quality properties centered around the very best U.S. markets and 
submarkets. It’s taken a lot of hard work, and it’s taken a little while, 
as we knew it would, but we’re more confident than ever that this is 
the right strategy and that it’s getting results.

TWST: Where do you see the company in a couple 
of years?

Mr. Mills: Our plan has to be focused in just five or six 
markets, and we would like to eventually grow in scale. We’re at 
about $5.5 billion of gross asset value. Particularly for the markets 
that we’re in, we’d like to build that over time. We’re not in a 
position today to issue more shares, nor do we need the capital today, 
as we have capital from disposition proceeds. But down the road, as 
we continue to demonstrate our value and as we get the share price 
up to and above NAV, that should put us in an opportunity to raise 
more capital. But today, that is not a key concern.

Our primary focus, though, is managing what we have and 
performing, and the rest will follow in time. Our focus will be in these 
five markets that I mentioned: New York City, San Francisco, D.C., 
Boston and West L.A. We may retain a couple of assets in Atlanta as it is 
our corporate home and we know the market very well. It doesn’t have 
the strength of our focus markets, but we may keep a few assets there.

I would like to emphasize something that is essential to 
our success in this business, and that is our team. We’ve worked 
very hard in recruiting and establishing very qualified, experienced 
teams in these major markets: San Francisco, D.C., New York, and 
of course we have our strong base in Atlanta. Three of our most 
senior real estate leaders are based in New York, San Francisco and 
D.C., our largest markets. We believe that’s very important. We have 
a local business, and to have a strong, experienced presence in the 
markets we compete in makes all the difference. We see it every day 
in our leasing success. We see it when we’re identifying that next 
opportunity for acquisition. It’s absolutely essential. The strategy 
would not work without that. Just moving pins around on the map is 
not the answer, it is getting to the best markets but being there with 
people who can compete and perform, and that’s what we’ve done.

TWST: Is there anything else you’d like to add?
Mr. Mills: We set our strategy four years ago, and we’ve 

been focused and determined in executing it. That’s true for the board, 
that’s true for the management team, that’s true for all of our team. It 
has taken some time, and we’ve had our challenges, but we’re very 
pleased with the progress we’ve made. We’re nearing the end of our 
portfolio transition and are creating value across the portfolio through 
effective capital allocation and operations. We are confident that the 
market will recognize and reward those results. So it’s a very exciting 
time for us here at Columbia, and we’re looking forward to the next 
several quarters to really show the proof in the pudding.

TWST: Thank you. (MN)
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SECTOR — REAL ESTATE
(AZY604) TWST: Please start with some background on the 
company to introduce VEREIT to readers in terms of its history 
and how its new name and current management team came to be.

Mr. Rufrano: I got here April 1 of 2015. The predecessor 
company, American Realty Capital Properties, or ARCP, became 
a public company in 2011, with somewhere around $400 million 
of assets, and by the end of 2014, it had more than $20 billion 
of assets, so it grew very large very quickly. There were some 
accounting issues in 2014, which caused some disturbance in the 
company, which led to a new CEO, myself, joining the company in 
April 2015 and a series of changes.

We started in April of 2015 putting a new board in 
place, and we do have a new board. We have one legacy director, 
legacy meaning prior to me, Bruce Frank, who was here and who 
did a very good job in helping the company through some of its 
financial issues. So it’s a new board.

We then had a new name, ARCP was changed to 
VEREIT, which we thought was a nice, simple way of expressing 
who we are. The name VEREIT combines part of the Latin word 
for truth — veritas — with the word REIT. And we got a good 
symbol, VER, and it worked out pretty well. We also changed 
from the Nasdaq to the New York Stock Exchange, which we 
thought was a good way for a large company like ourselves to 
be presented. Most of the REITs are on the New York Stock 
Exchange, and we wanted to be with our brethren there.

We also had some management changes. We’ve brought 
in, over the last year, a new General Counsel, a new Chief Financial 
Officer and a new CEO of Cole Capital. But at the same time, we 
did have some very good transitional people. Our COO was the 
prior CEO of a company called CapLease, which was a public net 
lease company, so a very talented person who knows many of the 
assets here. Our Chief Investment Officer was from Cole Real Estate 
Investments, and he knows the assets from the Cole portfolio. It’s 
good to have some of that institutional knowledge from the two of 
them. And then our IR person, HR and corporate communications 
came from within the company, so our internal services are well-
serviced. So we made a number of management changes, which are 
all in place, and we are working very well together.

TWST: And just to be clear, there is no relationship 
anymore with American Realty Capital?

Mr. Rufrano: There is none. We are completely separated 
from any relationship there.

TWST: How would you describe VEREIT’s business 
plan and broad strategy today?

Mr. Rufrano: The business plan is a very important 
part of the changes we put in place. Once the board is in place, 
the management team is in place, corporate governance is in 
place, you now have leadership, and that’s the first step. Next 
you have to have direction, and the leadership can help manage 
the direction, and the direction comes from a business plan. What 
we did in August of 2015, which was our second-quarter call, was 
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outline to the market our business plan.

We wanted it to be a very simple concept of what we were 
going to do going forward. We called that business plan “Foundation 
for Growth.” We needed to have a firm foundation in the company 
based upon the 2014 issues we had. We wanted that foundation in 
place for 2015 and 2016, at which point we expected to be able to 
have some growth in the company.

That foundation consists of four core elements. First and 
foremost is our portfolio. Right now, we have more than 4,300 assets 
comprising 99 million square feet, and we wanted to make sure that 
portfolio, long term, provided for maximum diversification and 
stability. To do that, we needed some culling, or some sales, that we 
had to provide to get to where we want long term, and we identified 
four areas of sales. We had noncontrolled joint ventures — by 
noncontrolled I mean we weren’t making the decisions — and they 
were basically flat incomes to us. We decided that we were not in that 
business, and we would sell those noncontrolled joint ventures.

We had a number of flat leases, literally leases that 
went on for many, many years with no increases, and we thought 
that if we could convert those flat leases into capital, that capital 
would be better suited in our balance sheet, so it was a second 
focus of culling, selling those flat leases. Third were restaurants. 
We had an overexposure to one tenant, a very good transaction 
that the company had done with Red Lobster, but it was too highly 
concentrated as a tenant in our portfolio, and we wanted to bring 
that down. So we wanted to sell restaurants, particularly Red 
Lobsters. In terms of office, we identified that our portfolio would 
be 15% to 20% office. We were just above that, so we identified the 
culling of some office as part of this strategy.

And lastly, just as all companies, we have noncore assets, 
assets that could have a physical functional or credit issue, and if 
our asset managers could not fix them, we would identify that early 
warning and perhaps sell those. We were very careful in identifying 
what we wanted to sell in the culling process. We also identified an 
amount. We told the market back in August that we would sell $1.8 
billion to $2.2 billion of the assets in those categories through 2016. 
So that was point number one.

Point number two was Cole Capital. VEREIT is a full-
service real estate operating company, and we have an investment 
management arm, Cole Capital. The investment manager raises 
capital in the retail market — that’s a market other than the public 
market — and we invest that capital and receive certain fees. That 
entity, because of the accounting issues in 2014, lost many of the 
selling agreements with the broker/dealers that sold Cole’s products, 

and we wanted to re-establish the brand name. So we made as our 
point number two re-establishing the brand value for Cole.

The company was investment-grade in 2014 but lost that, 
so our third goal was to bring the company back to investment-grade 
metrics so that our metrics would conform to what we believed 
S&P and Moody’s would require to be investment-grade. We even 
identified those metrics — net debt to EBITDA, fixed-rate coverage 
charge, unencumbered asset pool and duration — and we identified 
where we want to be in all four categories.

And then our fourth point: We were not paying a 
dividend, and as a REIT, as many people know, it’s very important 
to pay a dividend. Many of our investors like that income. The 
dividend was suspended for the first two quarters of 2015, and we 
re-established it in the third quarter at an annualized rate of $0.55, 
which we believed would be a very sustainable, low payout ratio. 
Those are the four business points that we created as a way for us 
to provide direction for ourselves and for the market to understand 
our direction and to grade us, how we are doing from quarter to 
quarter and every quarter thereafter.

TWST: What property types are you focusing on today, 
and would you give us some statistics on your tenant base?

Mr. Rufrano: We always get back to our properties. 
Just to put it in perspective, we have about $17 billion of assets, 
4,378 properties, 99 million square feet. 42% of our tenants are 
investment-grade. If we look at the relationships of the property 
types, approximately 60% is retail, 23% office and 16% industrial.

So we have three property types in our portfolio that we 
manage, and the important part about the properties is the word 
“manage.” We have the infrastructure in place that can manage, lease 
and asset manage the three property types and the amount of square 
footage we have, which is substantial. At 99 million square feet, we 
are one of the largest owners of real estate on the New York Stock 
Exchange. And those property types we like in those proportions.

We also look at our portfolio in other ways. As I 
mentioned before, we want a diversified and stable portfolio. To 
have that, we have other metrics that are important. For instance, 
we like no tenant to be greater than 5%, no industry to be greater 
than 10%, no state to have a geographic concentration more than 
10%, and we would like our average lease term to be approximately 
10 years. So we have statistics that guide us to provide the stable 
portfolio we are looking for long term.

TWST: You mentioned earlier the planned $1.8 billion 
to $2.2 billion of dispositions. How much of that have you closed 
so far, and how has the company used proceeds from the sales?

Mr. Rufrano: I grade us pretty well there. In 2015 — and 
remember we started really in the second quarter — we sold $1.4 
billion of assets. Through the conference call in the first quarter, we 
had sold another $345 million. So we have sold an aggregate of $1.7 
billion of assets at an average cap rate of 6.8% through the conference 
call in the first quarter. We also increased our guidance on dispositions 
of $1.8 billion to $2.2 billion, to $2.2 billion to $2.4 billion. We had 
better success at culling the portfolio in 2015 and during the first 
quarter of this year, and increased those amounts. As you can see, 
at $1.7 billion, we were already touching upon the bottom range of 
guidance that we originally gave, and there were reasons for us to 
increase it that we thought were appropriate, especially at the pricing 
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we have been getting, which we think is very good.

In terms of the capital and what we do with it, if we go 
to our point number three on the business plan, investment-grade 
metrics, that’s what we did with it: We paid down debt. We actually 
paid down, by the end of the first quarter, $2.6 billion of debt. We 
brought many of those metrics I mentioned to you — fixed-rate 
coverage charge, net debt to EBITDA, unencumbered assets — very 
close to our targets for investment-grade metrics.

Let me back up. There were two purposes of culling: 
first, to make sure that we have the right long-term portfolio. That 
is number one. We would have sold those assets even if we had no 
debt because it’s the right thing to do to make sure the portfolio, long 
term, provides the stability and diversification we want. But with 
that capital, we were able to take our debt down, which was a better 
use of that capital than any other way we could have used it, and so 
we got very close to our investment-grade metrics. That’s been the 
use so far this year and will continue to be the use through 2016.

TWST: Given how much focus has been on those 
goals, is there a time when you expect that the company will 
shift to being an acquirer?

Mr. Rufrano: I’m going to go back to our definition of 
who we are, because in fact, we have been buying assets, but let me 
explain that. If we look at VEREIT as a full-service company with its 
own balance sheet on the New York Stock Exchange, VEREIT has 
been selling assets, and I’ll come back to VEREIT and its potential 
to buy assets. But our investment management arm, Cole Capital, 
has been buying assets all along for our funds. We have $6.8 billion 
of assets under management in the Cole programs.

In 2015, we purchased $1 billion of assets for those 
REITs. So as a company, we have continued to source acquisitions. 
In fact, in 2015, we had $1 billion of acquisitions and $1.4 billion 
of dispositions. So I would say, as a company, $2.4 billion of capital 
is substantial. And what that does is it provides for us very good 
knowledge of the markets. We know our property types, we know 
what trades, we see all the deals, and we want that infrastructure in 
place for the point in time when VEREIT will, instead of being on 
defense selling, will be on offense buying.

We would expect that that trigger comes in terms of when 
our investment-grade metrics are in place. VEREIT won’t start 
buying assets until we feel our metrics are a solid investment-grade, 
at which point we then may be able to buy assets, as long as we 
could complete those acquisitions on a leverage-neutral basis. And 
the reason for all that is we have to provide the proper cost of capital 
to our investors and getting those metrics to where they should be 

is important. If you would have asked me that question in August of 
2015, it was pretty foggy. At this point in time, we can see a point 
where our cost of capital and our investment-grade metrics align, 
and we could be back in the market.

TWST: You did have upgrades not too long ago from 
both Moody’s and S&P. Is there anything else you would add in 
terms of the health of the balance sheet now, as well as recent 
capital markets activity like your senior note issuance?

Mr. Rufrano: Yes, Moody’s has us at Ba1, and they brought 
us to stable recently. S&P has us at BB, and we are positive there, and 
they brought that up recently as well. So we’ve had those positive 
turns of events. Neither one of those ratings is investment-grade yet, 
but as I’ve said, we can’t control getting to investment-grade metrics. 
Moody’s and S&P will make their own decisions. But as we’ve said 
consistently to our shareholders in our conference calls, every quarter 
we meet with S&P and Moody’s, and we show them our card, and we 
say, “Here is our business plan. We are meeting our goals. We would 
like you to give us consideration.” And we hope, at the proper time, 
they will consider elevating VEREIT to investment-grade.

You mentioned the capital markets activity, which is going 
to be very helpful in that respect, meaning Moody’s and S&P to 
look at us as investment-grade. But more important, it — it meaning 
the sale of senior notes — proved that we could access the capital 
markets in a very big way. Some background there: The company 
had $1.3 billion of debt coming due February of next year. That’s a 
big number. Even though we’re large at $17 billion, $1.3 billion is a 
lot, and the market, as you would have anticipated and I would have, 
was concerned that we could access the capital markets, not just on 
a short-term basis but on a long-term basis to refinance that debt.

We went out in April and decided that we would take to the 
market a $500 million bond issue. We also got six of the best banks 
in the world to lend us $300 million. So we had $300 million in a 
three-year term loan, and we wanted to do $500 million in a 10-year 
bond offering so that we could take that total of $800 million and 
pay down a major portion of the $1.3 billion. We thought that would 
be a great release valve for us and for the market to understand that 
we could access the capital markets. In fact, when we went out into 
the market on a two-and-a-half-day roadshow, we had $5.5 billion of 
capital offered to us to buy our bonds.

What we decided to do was increase the $500 million to 
$1 billion, and we took that $1 billion in two chunks: $600 million 
in 10-year notes at 4 7/8, and $400 million for five-year notes at 
4 1/8. Those are very good interest rates for a company that isn’t 
investment-grade, very close to an investment-grade rating actually. 
And with the $1 billion of bonds and the $300 million bank term 
loan, we just this week paid off the $1.3 billion in notes that were 
due next year. By completing that transaction, not only did we 
relieve ourselves of any maturities in the near term, but we have now 
laddered our maturity schedule. We’ve taken $600 million for 10 
years, $400 million for five years and $300 million for three years, 
so we have a nice laddered maturity, which makes us far less risky in 
terms of refinancing in the future.

TWST: You may have addressed some of the points, 
but what would you say were the most important takeaways 
from your most recent quarterly results?

Mr. Rufrano: We’ve been very careful to make sure 
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that the outlined business plan is accomplished. Your question is 
a good one. What’s most important? For a company that had some 
credibility issues in 2014, even with all the changes, it takes time to 
heal. And the way I believe companies like ours heal is by saying 
you’re going to do something and doing it, and building your 
credibility. So if you look at the last quarter, we were able to go to 
the market and say, “Out of the $1.8 billion of dispositions that we 
told you we were going to do in 2015, we’ve raised that amount to 
$2.2 billion, and we’ve already done $1.7 billion.” So we’ve done 
really well in meeting our goals in terms of dispositions.

In terms of Cole, Cole was raising very little money for 
the first quarter of last year. Cole averaged $48 million a month in 
the first quarter of 2016, so we are clearly moving forward with Cole 
re-establishing its brand value. Our investment-grade metrics in the 
first quarter, net debt to EBITDA was 6.7 times. We said we wanted 
to get into the 6 times to 7 times range, and for the first quarter, 
we got in that range. Our fixed-rate coverage charge was 2.7, well-
above the 2.2 that we outlined. Our unencumbered assets were 65%, 
well-above the 60% we outlined.

The only index that we had not met was duration, which 
means the average term of our debt. We wanted it to be five years or 
a little more than five, and it was about 3.6, but the bond issue going 
10 years is now going to get us closer to the five years. So in the 
first quarter, we were able to meet all those metrics, and in addition, 
we’ve met our AFFO targets. It’s watch what we do, not what we 
say, and we’ve been doing what we’ve been saying, and so in the 
first quarter, we proved all of that.

I’d also say we’ve had a number of impediments as 
a company that we had to work through related to the previous 
financial issues that were pretty cleared up in the first quarter of 
this year. For instance, we had nine material weaknesses based on a 
Sarbanes analysis. We cleared all of them up in the 10-K at the end 
of 2015, so we had a clean 10-K, and that impediment went away.

We paid off $2.6 billion of debt by the first quarter, a big 
number. When we started, our revolving line of credit was drawn 
$2.2 billion in April of 2015, and it’s a $2.3 billion revolver. At the 
end of the first quarter, we were down to $280 million, so we had 
$2 billion of capacity. So we were able to demonstrate that we’ve 
been performing on those four points, and our dividend is very 
sustainable based upon cash flow, so we’re happy to continually 
reinforce that we’re doing what we’re saying.

TWST: Would you talk a bit more about Cole 
Capital, and explain for readers the ownership structure 
and relationship? Also, are there cost savings from shared 

services, and how much fee income does VEREIT get from 
the services it provides Cole?

Mr. Rufrano: I’m going to start with the point that it’s 
the investment management arm of VEREIT, and that concept 
is not foreign at all in the public markets. For instance, there 
are a number of other real estate investment trusts that have 
investment management programs that allow them to access 
capital from other sources. Acadia Realty and Prologis both have 
successful institutional programs. We have a similar structure 
with Cole Capital and retail investors.

We have $6.8 billion of assets that we manage under 
Cole, and what we get out of that are fees, which are typical asset 
management fees. For us, it averages about 75 bps on gross assets 
under management, and we get an acquisition fee as we buy assets for 
the Cole REITs. Those are the two primary fees that we get, not unlike 
other asset management relationships, so it’s very similar. That fee 
income this year we expect to be $0.02 to $0.03 of our AFFO, and we 
have guidance that we established in the first quarter of $0.75 to $0.80, 
so you can see it’s not a large part. However, Cole had generated up to 
$0.08 a share in 2014, so we believe there is some room to go.

The purpose of an investment management arm for 
us is really simple. With the investment management arm, we 
are accessing capital other than public capital, and that capital 
is providing fee income that inures to the benefit of our public 
shareholders. So we provide a higher return on invested capital 
to our public shareholders by having the investment management 
business, and that’s the function that it serves for us here.

TWST: When VEREIT turns back to making 
acquisitions, might it be competing with the Cole entities? 
How do you manage that?

Mr. Rufrano: We have in place, for the Cole entities 
themselves and for VEREIT, an allocation process that we go 
through each quarter. It’s a typical institutional allocation process. 
For instance, our Cole REITs are buying different property types. 
We have a Cole REIT that’s buying office and industrial, we have 
a Cole REIT that’s buying retail, and we have another Cole REIT 
that’s buying a combination of the three. When a property is offered 
to us, we then establish which one of those funds — and if we put 
VEREIT in there, we could do the same — has capital available 
to buy that property type. Then, you go through the process of 
diversification, making sure the property fits in the portfolio.

Let’s assume there are two funds, or one Cole REIT and 
VEREIT, that could buy an asset. Then, it’s a typical allocation 
process in terms of who bought the last asset; the other fund would 
get it. So it’s a typical process, and it’s audited each quarter. We 
present to the funds all the assets that came in and how they’ve 
been allocated. We’ve been doing that for many years, and we don’t 
anticipate any issue in terms of conflicts there.

TWST: You’ve been in the CEO position at VEREIT 
a little over a year. What do you consider your most important 
changes or accomplishments thus far, and what are your top 
goals for the next year or two?

Mr. Rufrano: When this potential opportunity was 
brought to me by Korn Ferry, which was the firm that the board 
of directors engaged to find a new CEO, I actually thought that 
this was the best real estate job in the country. I thought that was 
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the case, and I still believe that’s the case today because you were 
starting off with a company that had really good assets, good 
people, but had some issues and impediments in 2014 that had to 
be cured. But those impediments were man-made impediments, 
and I felt strongly we could remove those obstacles. We created 
a plan called the Foundation for Growth with four simple aspects 
to it as I’ve outlined, and as we’ve been completing that plan, the 
impediments are going away.

And so I would say that the accomplishment is really 
being able to outline a plan to eliminate impediments, and that 
sounds boring. But if that simple task creates value — and I believe 
we’ve created a lot of value by reconstituting the board, and we have 
very good people on the board. We also have the management and 
the direction of the business plan. We have absolutely been able to 
create that Foundation of Growth, eliminate the impediments and 
create value. So that’s what we’ve done, putting all that together.

We now have to come up with a method to successfully 
navigate going forward. That’s a latter-2016/early-2017 goal, and 
that’s really the second part of the foundation, which is the growth 
aspect. We’re working right now on determining how going forward 
we could start growing our AFFO, and that in large part is to get our 
cost of capital in place; make sure our sourcing capability, which is in 
place, can continue to access assets; and those assets have to, under 
all circumstances, continue to create this portfolio that is diversified 
and stable. So we could see that navigation going forward. We have to 
implement it, but we’re pretty excited about getting there.

If I come back to the board members for a second, it’s 
pretty unusual for a CEO to be able to come in and someone says, 
“You can really have a hand at picking your board.” I’m not sure 
I know of another REIT that allowed a CEO to do that. That was 
terrific, and we were able to bring some very good people to the 
board. Hugh Frater is our Chairman. He was the CEO and Chairman 
of Berkadia, which was a joint venture of Leucadia and Berkshire 
Hathaway, so he is a very accomplished real estate, especially real 
estate debt, person. Julie Richardson, Merrill Lynch, J.P. Morgan, 
a partner in Providence Private Equity firm, now a director there, 
very good capital markets person.

Mark Ordan, who led The Mills through a restructuring, 
led Sunrise through a restructuring, led WP Glimcher for a while, and 
now may be moving on to another difficult assignment, but a very 
good real estate restructuring person. David Henry was, until very 

recently, the CEO of Kimco, the largest shopping center company 
in the world. Both Mark and David were public REIT people, which 
is very important. Bruce Frank, who I had mentioned, CPA, major 
accounting firm, head of our audit committee, very good person 
there. And then, Eugene Pinover was with Willkie Farr and their 
real estate group, now with DLA Piper; having a legal mind on the 
board we thought was important. So really excellent people.

TWST: Is there anything you’d like to add to conclude?
Mr. Rufrano: We haven’t talked about the overall market 

in real simple terms, but clearly there is uncertainty in the world, and 
we see that uncertainty manifesting itself in a few ways. People are 
looking for safety, and people are looking for yield. And if you start 
macro, in my Cushman days, we talked macro all the time because 
we were all over the world, and I think it’s a good way to think about 
it. If you have capital and you want to invest capital — and I believe 
there is a lot of investable capital today — Europe is a little tough 
to think about right now, Asia has been tough for a while, Latin 
America has been difficult to understand, but the United States is 
still a pretty safe place for real estate.

And then, if you look within the United States and 
you say, “Well, I could always buy very good office buildings in 
Manhattan,” that’s a great strategy, but it’s not easy to execute, 
especially at cap rates that make sense. Public markets I think make 
a lot of sense because there is liquidity and you can execute. And 
within the public markets, if you’re looking for safety — and you 
can see this in terms of what’s happening to net lease total returns 
this year; there has been a lot of movement of capital into net lease 
— I believe VEREIT is in a safe category. We’re national; we’re not 
international, which I think is good; and I feel pretty good about the 
markets and how they’re looking at our assets today.

TWST: Thank you. (MN)
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